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for a Trip to Taiwan

S

i n c e t h e A g e o f D i s c o v e r y,
Europeans had named Taiwan
as Formosa, which means beautiful
in Latin. Exceptionally rich in
geographic resources, Taiwan owns
almost all scenery you can imagine:
the magnificent cliff of Taroko Gorge,
the forest railway of Alishan, Jiaoxi
hot springs, the coastal scenery of East
Rift Valley, scenic views of Sun Moon
Lake, Kenting's tropical scenes. Just
to name some. People who have ever
been to Taiwan undoubtedly agree that
Taiwan the treasure island is full of
warmness and hospitality. Spectacular
scenery, specialty snacks and fine
cuisine, culture and arts, night markets
and festival activities, friendly Taiwan
people especially, all that make the
journey to Taiwan memorable.

Preface by the Chairman

Unfold the most touching page of Taiwan,
and Savor it with our guidebook
"Gifts for a Trip to Taiwan"
Nowadays, a trip is no more a way
to give a passing glance around, but
a kind of travel-in-depth living style
instead. Thus, we sincerely invite you to
pay an easeful visit to Taiwan with our
guidebook "Gifts for a Trip to Taiwan."
In this guidebook, we collect consumer
information and tourism coupons from
more than 100 theme parks, travel
agencies, hotels, B&B, leisure farms
and resorts around the island. Moreover,
there are also travel information, places
of interest, and "Time for Celebration Taiwan Tourism Events" conducted by
Taiwan Tourism Bureau. Our guidebook
will let you realize that it is always
the best time to travel around Taiwan
all year around and explore seasonal
beauties of the island. You will definitely
find different fun, no matter whether you
come to Taiwan the first time.
As the Chairman of Taiwan Visitors
Association, I sincerely recommend you
to put Taiwan on the top traveling list of
2014. The natural scenery, hospitality of
people, and world-renowned Taiwanese
cuisine will certainly become the most
touching, beautiful memories which
might keep you coming back to Taiwan
the next time!
Chairman

Taiwan Visitors Association
Seh-Jen Lai
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Time for Celebration - Taiwan Tourism Events

Time for Celebration
Taiwan Tourism Events
January

Northern
Taiwan

Central
Taiwan

February

March

April

• New Taipei City
• International Cycling
• Falcon-watching
Pingxi International Race in Taiwan
activity on Guanyin
Sky Lantern Festival • Wanjinshi International Mountain
• Miaoli Bombing the Marathon
• Miaoli Tung
Dragon Festival
• Zhuzi Lake
Blossom of Hakka
• Taiwan Lantern
Calla LilySeason
Festival
Festival
• North Coast
• Yamingshan Flower
Wedding Photo
Festival
Festival

June

• Taichung City Mazu
International Festival
• Merida Cycling
around
Sun Moon Lake
• Daxueshan
International
Bird-watching Contest

• Spring Cherry
Blossom in Wuling

• Gray-faced Buzzards
Watching on Bagua
Mountain

• Kaohsiung Lantern
Arts Festival
• Tainan Yanshui
Beehive Rockets
Festival

• Tribal Wedding
• Sand & Salt
• Lugang Dragon
Boat Festival &
in the Southern Island
Sculpture Arts
Serial Activities
• Taiwan International
Festival
• International
Orchard Show 2013
• Bluefin Tuna
Tainan City
• Alishan Concert in the
Cultural Festival Dragon Boat Race
Cherry Blossom Season
Championship
• Neimen Songjiang
•
Spring
Wave
Music
Battle Array
and Art Festival
in Kaohsiung
• Dapeng Bay
International Sailing
Serial Activities

Southern
Taiwan

• Xiuguluan
River Rafting
• Taiwan Balloon
Festival

Eastern
Taiwan

• Kinmen
MaraOff-shore thon
Islands
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May

• Fulong
International
Sand Sculpture
Festival
• Taipei 101
Run Up
• Yamingshan
Butterfly Season

Gifts for a Trip to Taiwan

• Penghu Fireworks
Festival

• Seagull-watching
and Overlooking
Mazu from the
ocean

July

• Ho-Hai-Yan
Gongliao Rock
Festival
• Taoyuan
International
ACG Carnival

August

• Taiwan Culinary
Exhibition
• Hakka Yimin
Festival
• Keelung
Ghost Festival

Northern
Taiwan

• Nantou
Train Festival

September

October

• Sanyi International • International Folk
Woodcarving
Drum Art Festival
Art Festival
• Taipei International
• International
Birdwatching Fair
Firework and
• Huashan Living
Art Festival
Arts Festival
• Sunrise LPGA
Taiwan Championship

November

December

• Art Taipei 2013
• Taipei
• Hakka Culinary
International
Events Marathon
Hakka Broad Rice
Noodles Festival
• Caoling Historic
Trail Silver Grass
Season

• Sun Moon Lake
• Sun Moon Lake
• Sea of Flowers
International
Music Festival
in Xinshe
Swimming Carnival • Nantou World
November Tea Expo
December
• Taichung Jazz Festival

Central
Taiwan

• Hengchun
Pole Climbing
Festival

Southern
Taiwan

• Confucius
• International Yunlin
Temple Cultural
Puppet Theater
Festival
Festival
2013.09.28 - 09.30 • Kaohsiung
Zuoying Wannian
Folklore Festival
• The New Image of
Alishan - A Wedding
under Giant Old Trees
• Donggang King
Boat Festival

• Taiwan
• Chiang Ku
Aboriginal Harvest Ceremony
Festival in Hualien in Toucheng
• Yilan International • Hualien
Eastern Children’s FolkDay Lily Season
Taiwan lore & Folkgame
Festival

Offshore
Islands

• The Mid-Autumn
Festival in Kinmen

• International
Windsurfing
Championship

• Kunshen
• Chiayi City
Wangye’s Salt for International
Peace Festival
Band Festival

• Taiwan Open
of Surfing
(scheduled time)
• Taroko Gorge
Marathon
• Taroko Gorge
Music Festival

• Taiwan
Cycling Festival
• Cycling Carnival
of East Rift Valley
• Hualien
International Stone
Sculpture Festival

• Kinmen A trip of Hope

• Kinmen
Cormorant Season
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Travel Tips & Traffic Information
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Northeast and Yilan Coast National Scenic Area
East Coast National Scenic Area
Penghu National Scenic Area
Dapeng Bay National Scenic Area
East Rift Valley National Scenic Area
Matsu National Scenic Area
Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area
Siraya National Scenic Area
Tri-Mountain National Scenic Area
Alishan National Scenic Area
Maolin National Scenic Are
North Coast and Guanyinshan National Scenic
Area
Southwest Coast National Scenic Area

Telephone No.
02-2499-1115
089-841-520
06-921-6521
08-833-8100
03-887-5306
0836-25630
0800-855-595
0800-580762
04-2331-2678
05-259-3900
08-799-2221
02-8635-5100
06-786-1000

Travel Tips & Traffic Information
■ Visas

Foreign travelers may obtain tourist
visas if they hold foreign passports or
travel documents valid for more than
six months in the Republic of China
for purposes of sightseeing, business,
family visits, study or training, medical
treatments, or other legitimate activities.
With the purpose of sightseeing, the
staying period of tourist visas cannot
exceed 180 days. Types of tourist visas
include 14-day visa, 30-day visa, 60day visa, 90-day visa, etc. 30-day visafree privileges are afforded to citizens of
31 countries and 30-day landing visas
are afforded to citizens of 3 countries.
Travelers from Thailand, India, the
Philippines, Vietnam and Indonesia who
hold valid visas(including permanent
residence permit) issued by US, EU and
other 5 countries can apply for 30-day
visa-free privilege and stay for 30 days
in Taiwan for sightseeing purpose.
For any further information, please
visit the website of the Bureau of
Consular Affairs, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

◎Bureau of Consular Affairs,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

3-5F., No.2-2, Sec. 1, Jinan Rd.,
Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City 100
+886-2-2343-2891or +886-3-3982629
+886-2-2343-2968
post@boca.gov.tw
Mon.-Fri. 08:30-17:00(closed on
Sat., Sun. and national holidays)

■ Telephone
◎ Domestic calls :

When making a long-distance
domestic call, first dial the city code and
then the local phone number. If calling
locally, the city code can be omitted.

◎ International calls :

Calling overseas direct from Taiwan: Dial 002 ＋ Country code ＋ City code
(omit the '0') ＋ Phone number
Calling Taiwan direct from overseas: Dial 886 ＋ Taiwan city code (omit the
'0') ＋ Phone numbe

■ Useful Telephone Numbers
Police (Free Service)

110

Fire & Ambulance (Free Service)

119

International Operator Assistance

100

Directory Assistance (English)

106

Time

117

Weather

166

Traffic

168

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

02-2348-2999

Tourist Information Hotline

02-2717-3737(08:00 - 19:00)

24-Hour Toll-Free Travel Information Call Center

0800-011-765 (24 hrs)

International Community Service Hotline

0800-024-111

Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport Terminal 1
Service Counter, Tourism Bureau

03-398-4631(07:00 - 23:30)

Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport Terminal 2
Service Counter, Tourism Bureau

03-398-3341(07:00 - 23:30)

Tourist Service Center, Kaohsiung International
Airport, Tourism Bureau

07-805-7888~9(9:00 - 00:30
am)

English Speaking Tax Service

02-2799-7997

■ Currency

Taiwan's official currency is the New Taiwan
Dollar (TWD/NT$). Notes are issued in
values of NT$2,000, NT$1,000,
NT$500, and NT$100, and
coins come in denominations
of NT$50, NT$10, NT$5,
and NT$1. The USD to TWD
exchange rate is about
1:30. (Please check
with banks for current
exchange rates.)

■ Voltage
110V
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■ Travel Information Websites
•Tourism Bureau
http://taiwan.net.tw/
•Information for Foreigners
http://iff.immigration.gov.tw/

■ Weather

Taiwan has a pleasant, spring-like climate all year
round. The Tropic of Cancer bisects the island,
marking the boundary between the tropical south and
subtropical north. The average year-round temperature
is 22°C.

■ Halal Certificate Restaurants

Chinese Muslim Association:
http://www.cmainroc.org.tw/
ef05/homeweb/index.php

■ Transportation
♦International Travel

The Taiwan Tour Bus
service is organized by the
Taiwan Tourism Bureau
and operated by designated
travel agents. There are
dozens of half-day and fullday tour itineraries to choose from. Buses will pick
you up at THSR stations, train stations, airports, and
hotels, so long as you make a reservation first. Tour
guide service is provided on buses. Taiwan Tour Bus
itineraries include major tourist attractions around
Taiwan, including Yilan, the North Coast, Yeliu,
Yangmingshan, Wulai, Yingge, Taichung, Lugang
(Changhua), Sun Moon Lake, Alishan, Tainan,
Kaohsiung, Kenting, Taroko Gorge and Penghu.
http://www.taiwantourbus.com.tw

◎ Taiwan Tourist Shuttle

Taiwan offers frequent flight
service to nearly 60 major cities
around the world through Taoyuan and Kaohsiung
international airports. The main international ports of
call for sea transportation are Port of Keelung, Port of
Kaohsiung, and Hualien Harbor.

Taiwan Tourist Shuttle offers convenient and
reasonably priced bus service to scenic sites throughout
Taiwan, from the Hakka township of Nanzhuang and
scenic Sun Moon Lake to the tea farms of Alishan
and sandy beaches of Kending. The shuttles depart
frequently and are easy to catch.
http://www.taiwantrip.com.tw

♦Domestic Travel
◎ Air

◎ Rail

Reservations for domestic flights should be made
directly from the airline or through a travel agent.
Personal identification is required when checking in
at the airport (ID for Taiwan citizens; passport for
foreigners).
Information on Major Domestic Airports:

Taipei Songshan Airport Service Counter
Tel: 02-8770-3460
Taichung Airport Service Counter
Tel: 04-2615-5000

Kaohsiung International Airport Service
Counter
Tel: 07-805-7630
Hualien Airport Information Desk
Tel: 03-821-0768
Taitung Airport
Tel: 089-362-530
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Taiwan's cities are linked by an island-wide railway
network. Train service is tiered into four main types
ranging from ordinary (commuter) trains to various
levels of express train. Tickets can be booked by
phone or online before departure. Advance booking
is strongly recommended if you are travelling on
weekends or holidays.
Taiwan Railways Administration Service Line:
02-2191-0096
Taiwan Railways: http://www.railway.gov.tw/tw

◎ MRT

The Taipei and Kaohsiung MRT systems offer frequent
service and convenient
shuttle bus links to create
fast and convenient
transportation network
throughout these two cities.
Riding the MRT is also a
great way to enjoy the scenic sites along the lines. (Note:
Please keep in mind that smoking, eating, and drinking are
prohibited in MRT stations and trains.)

◎ Taiwan High Speed Rail (THSR)

The Taiwan High Speed Rail zips along the Western
Corridor of Taiwan at speeds up 300 km/hr, bringing the
round-trip journey between Taipei and Kaohsiung well
within a one-day commute.
Customer service: 02-4066-3000
Taiwan High Speed Rail: http://www.thsrc.com.tw/tc

Taipei MRT

Kaohsiung MRT

◎ Taxi

The taxi fare from Taiwan Taoyuan International
Airport to Taipei City is about NT$1,300. The taxi fare
from Kaohsiung International Airport to Kaohsiung City is
about NT$350. Convenient taxi service is available in most
cities in Taiwan. Starting meter and mileage fares vary by
county and city, but the difference is fairly small. In some
cities, and for long-distance trips, cabbies may not use the
meter, so it's a good idea to confirm the fare before
embarking.

Taipei Rapid Transit System: http://www.trtc.com.tw
Kaohsiung Rapid Transit System: http://www.krtco.
com.tw
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Special Tourism Offers Roundup

Special Tourism Offers Roundup
Youth Travel Card

3. The card will be issued immediately after the
application is completed.
The latest information will keep updating on this
website.
http://youthtravel.tw

Youth Development
Administration,
Minister of Education
encourages the
youth to experience
Taiwanese cultures
and provokes the trend
of learning while traveling.
International youths aged 15-30 are qualified for
applying for Youth Travel Card, with valid ID, in the
following locations: YDA’s nationwide Youth Hub,
Travel Service Centers of Taiwan Tourism Bureau
(eg. Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport, Kaohsiung
International Airport, TRA stations, MRT stations,
airports), Chinese Language Centers found within
the universities and colleges, Hsinzu Municipal
Government and Yunlin County Government, and
associations & foundations related to youth travel.
There are 116 places where you can fill the application
form and have Youth Travel Card on the spot!

Shopping and VAT Refunds
◎ VAT Refunds

Foreign visitors
who make purchases
amounting to at
least NT$3,000 on
the same day from
the same Tax Refund Shopping (TRS)-posted store
are eligible for a refund of the VAT paid on such
purchases. To claim the refund, you need to apply at
your port of departure from the R.O.C. within 30 days
of the purchase date. All qualifying items also must be
taken out of the country. When shopping, remember
to ask the store to print your passport number on the
Uniform Invoice (if you forget, you can ask the store
later to add this). You should also ask the store for
an Application Form for Claiming VAT Refund and
apply for the refund at the "Foreign Passenger VAT
Refund Service Counter" at the airport or seaport
of departure, including Taipei International Airport,
Taiwan Taoyuan Int'l Airport Terminal 1&2, Taichung

Is there charge/fee for the application?
1. No fee will be charged.

2. Bring a valid ID. (For Taiwanese youth, ID, health
insurance card, or driver license will be
accepted. For international youth, passport or
Alien Resident Certificate will be required.)

The following chart gives the locations of these counters:
Point
Taipei International Airport

Location of Refund Counter
VAT Refund Service Counter

Taiwan Taoyuan Int'l Airport Terminal 2

Departure Hall, 3F

Taiwan Taoyuan Int'l Airport Terminal 1
Taichung Airport

Kaohsiung Airport
Hualien Airport

Keelung Harbor

Taichung Harbor

Kaohsiung Harbor

Hualien Harbor
Kinmen Shuitou Pier
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Departure Hall, 1F

Customs Service Counter
3F
1F

East 2nd Pier, West 2nd Pier
Customs Service Counter
3F, Passenger Terminal

1F
VAT Refund Service Counter

Airport, Kaohsiung Airport, Hualien Airport, Keelung
Harbor, Taichung Harbor, Kaohsiung
Harbor, Hualien Harbor, and
Kinmen Shuitou Pier.

◎ Shopping Information

1.Sales tax is included in
the price of purchases in
Taiwan. Most shops issue a
Uniform Invoice (receipt) as proof
of purchase. Remember to keep
your receipts in case you need to
return or exchange purchases.
2.All products and services in Taiwan are priced in
New Taiwan dollars (NT$). When shopping, make sure
to carefully inspect your items to confirm the quality,
quantity, origin, and price.

3.Sales tax is usually included in the purchase price in
Taiwan. Stores issue a Uniform Invoice (a standardized
receipt) with purchases. Most hotels and restaurants
charge a 10% service fee. Tipping is not customary.

Free Half-Day Tour
Transit or transfer passengers with 7-24 hours before
their next connecting flight, and who have a valid R.O.C.
visa or come from countries eligible for visa-exempt entry
can participate the Free Half-Day Tour which is provided
by Taiwan's Tourism Bureau. There are two types of
itinerary (choice of one only): the morning tour and the
afternoon tour.

•Morning tour:Taiwan Taoyuan Int’l
Airport → Sanxia & Zushi Temple → Yingge
→ Return
•Afternoon tour:Taiwan Taoyuan Int’l
Airport → Longshan Temple → Presidential
Office Building → Chiang Kai-shek Memorial
Hall → Martyrs’ Shrine → Taipei 101 Mall
→ Return
With their valid passports and tickets, passengers can
register the tour at the Tourist Service Center, Airport
Arrival Lobby. The tour buses depart from Terminal 2
of Taoyuan International Airport at 8:00 and 13:30 daily.
Each tour is limited to 18 passengers at most on a first
come, first served basis. Reservation is not acceptable.

◎ Registration & Pick-up

Tourist Service Center, Taoyuan International Airport
Arrival Lobby

+886-3-398-2194, +886-3-398-3341
Or dial 2194 or 3341 from the airport’s courtesy telephone
Service Hours: 07:00~23:30
※The Tourism Bureau reserves the right to cancel tours in
case of inclement weather.

Discount Transportation
Tickets
◎ TaipeiPass

TaipeiPass is a “touch-and-go
” IC ticket for transport in Taipei.
During the period of its validity,
visitors can use it for unlimited rides
on Taipei Metro and on Taipei City
and New Taipei City buses. There are
different
types of TaipeiPass, including 1-day pass(NT$180), 1-day
pass(Gondola version)(NT$250), 2-day pass(NT$310),
3-day pass(NT$440), and 5-day pass(NT$700). The
1-day pass(Gondola version) allows for unlimited rides on
Taipei Metro and associated bus services, and 3 trips on
Maokong Gondola. The TaipeiPass becomes valid on the
first day of use and expires at midnight on the expiry date.
For multiday cards, use must be over consecutive days.
•For more information please go to the website.
http://www.easycard.com.tw/taipeipass/index.asp

◎ TR-PASS

In accordance with “Measures of Attracting
International Youth Students to Taiwan” that was set forth
by Youth Development Administration (YDA), the Taiwan
Railway Administration (TRA) announced a TR-PASS
that targeted foreign youth students in December 2006. To
encourage citizens to travel by rail and to provide young
students a proper way to enjoy their leisure time, the TRA
offers domestic students the TR-PASS as well. However,
this offer is only valid during winter and summer
vacations.
Ticket types of TR-PASS include 5-day pass(NT$599),
7-day pass(NT$799), and 10-day pass(NT$1,098). The
10-day pass is provided for foreign students only. The TRPASS holder will have unlimited access to TRA services,
including the Chukuang Express, Fuxing Express and
commuter trains, before the expiration date printed on the
pass. Please note that TR-PASS holders cannot acquire
reserved seating when traveling by the Chukuang Express
and Fuxing Express.
•For more information please go to the website.
http://www.railway.gov.tw/
Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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Getting around the
and having the most
Want to find the best gourmet & recreation places to have the
most fun in Taiwan, they are the experts you should come to!
Taiwan Leisure Farms Development Association .......16
1-One Tour ....................................................................18
Daily Travel Services Co., Ltd .....................................19
Dong Fong International Travel Service Co., Ltd........20
. ........................................21
Eagle Tour Service Co., Ltd.
Gorgeous Travel Service Co., Ltd. ...............................22
Grand Travel Inc, Dragon Tours ...................................23
Lion Travel ...................................................................24
South East Travel Service Co., Ltd. .............................25

Bali Hotel & Resorts (Kaida Leisure Development Co., Ltd.) ..26
LDC Group ...................................................................28
Forte Hotel Group.........................................................30
Chii Lih Coral ...............................................................31
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island this way
fun!

National Palace
Museum

Ranked as one of
the world's top-four
museums, the National
Palace Museum boasts
a collection of more
than 650,000 historic
items, including
calligraphy, paintings,
books and documents,
Qing archives,
bronze vessels, jades,
ceramics, and curios,
all spanning a period of
about 7,000 years.

Sun Moon Lake

Sun Moon Lake is
located at the heart
of Taiwan. The lake,
Taiwan's biggest, is
named after its sunshaped and moonshaped halves. The
encircling green
mountains and the
passion of the local
Thao indigenous
people further make
this a destination
worth experiencing.

Alishan

Alishan presents an everchanging beauty as one
ascends from the base to
the mid-elevation peak.
The mountains are home
to Taiwan's only forest
railway. Alishan is also
renowned for its spring
cherry blossoms, autumn
maples, sunrise views,
ancient trees, cloud
formations, and evening
colors. The traditional
ceremonies of the
resident Tsou aboriginal
tribe can also be enjoyed
here.

Taroko Gorge

Created by a
combination tectonic
movement and
river erosion, this
magnificent gorge
in Taroko National
Park is one of the
premier world-class
attractions in Taiwan.
Cycling is the best
way to experience
the beauty of Taroko
Gorge and the other
scenic areas along
the way at a leisurely
pace.

Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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Taiwan Leisure Farms
Development Association
New Ideas for Green Living

Green living is a simple, tasteful and pure lifestyle
that emphasizes happiness and safety, respectful for
nature and environmental protection; it is a way of
living that allows people and nature to co-exist and
prosper in harmony. When facing stress in life or
pressure at work, why not leave it all behind and visit
a leisure farm in Taiwan for a refreshing taste of green
living?

Experience with Ease

Leisure farms are a travel option that was
developed from leisure farming. Tourist orchards,
country restaurants, distinctive homestays, ecological
guides, and countryside experience activities all utilize
rural scenery, natural ecology, and environmental
resources, giving people who love to travel a chance to
experience farm life in Taiwan in an easy and relaxed
way.

Eating the Right Way

Short distance from producer to consumer, local
seasonal, organic, and “light-cooking” delicacies have
been food and drink fashions in Taiwan in recent
years. Taiwan’s leisure farms insist on using local,
seasonal and
organic fresh
foods to cook
with little oil,
salt, sugar and
seasoning. Food
lovers can enjoy
good cuisine
without having
to worry about
their waistlines.

+886-3-938-1269
+886-3-938-2610
http://www.taiwanfarm.org.tw
3F., No.118, Ln. 29, Xiaoshe Rd., Yilan City,
Yilan County 260
mail@taiwanfarm.org.tw
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Buying without Worry

Many farm operators love to share and use selfgrown seasonal ingredients to develop creative healthy
farm products. Visitors are able to eat and buy farm
products without worry.

Learning while Having Fun

Going into the forest to pick wild vegetables,
catching fish and shrimp in a stream or paying a visit
to the frogs and fireflies in the fields under a starry
sky are what visitors enjoy most in leisure farms since
we provide opportunities to learn about nature while
having fun.

Staying Tastefully

Surrounded by nature, leisure farms often use
building materials and utilize the surrounding
landscape to make the farms ideal places for enjoying a
simple, natural green lifestyle.

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan

Central
Taiwan

Southern
Taiwan

Eastern
Taiwan
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1-One Tour
1-One Tour Travel is the result of a cooperation
between three travel agents: Golden Hyatt travel
service, New Naha Holiday Tour and Top Crown
Travel Service.
Our marketing and sales cover TV, newspapers,
wholesales. Most of our sales originate from Mainland
China, South Asia, North Asia and Taiwan inbound
tour. We provide International ticket sales and hotel
bookings.
We welcome any enquiry and appreciate your
support.

COUPON
Register now and
receive a welcome gift!

+886-2507-7141
+886-2507-6079
http://www.1-one.com.tw
No.111-10, Songjiang Rd., Zhongshan Dist.,
Taipei City 104
reneluo67@hotmail.com
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Daily Travel Services Co., Ltd
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Daily Travel Service Company(Daily Tour) was
established in 1974. We offer all clients a unique blend of
in-depth destination knowledge, outstanding and flexible
tour programs in Taiwan. Besides group tours, Daily Tour
is also an expert in arranging for some other special tours
and services such as making hotel reservations, booking
airline tickets, providing car rental and car-pool services.

Northern
Taiwan

Daily Tour owns an office in Taipei and a branch in
Indonesia. With more than 30 years of experience, we
have been continuously trying the best to bring clients
the best services. As a result of our tremendous efforts,
we have gained client's satisfaction based on our great
enthusiasm, honesty, and quality of service. Daily Travel
Service is undoubtedly your gateway to Taiwan.

Central
Taiwan

5D4N WEST COAST

5D4N EAST COAST

6D5N FORMOSA TOUR

8D7N AROUND ISLAND TOUR

DAY 1 : ARRIVAL – TRANSFER HOTEL
DAY 2: TAIPEI CITY TOUR : CKS MEMORIAL HALL – PRESIDENT
BUILDING (PASSBY) – MARTRY SHRINE – PALACE MUSEUM –
HUALIAN ( BY TRAIN ) – AMI FOLK DANCE
D AY 3 : TA R O K O G O R G E TO U R – M A R B L E FA C TO RY KAOHSIUNG
DAY 4: SPRING & AUTUMN PAVILION – LOTUS POND – FO
KUANG SHANG – DREAM MALL - TAICHUNG
DAY 5: TAICHUNG – SUNMOON LAKE (FERRY CRUISE) – WEN
WU TEMPLE – TE HUA VILLAGE – KING OF MAO – TAIPEI 101
MALL & SHOPPING AREA
DAY 6: DEPARTURE – TRANSFER OUT

DAY 1: ARRIVAL - TRANSFER HOTEL
DAY 2: TAIPEI – HUALIAN (BY TRAIN) – TAROKO GORGE
TOUR – AMI FOLK DANCE
DAY 3: HUALIAN – TAIPEI (BY TRAIN) – MARTRY SHRINE –
PALACE MUSEUM – TAICHUNG NIGHT MARKET
DAY 4: SUNMOON LAKE (FERRY CRUISE) – WEN WU TEMPLE
– TE HUA VILLAGE – KING OF MAO – TAIPEI
DAY 5: DEPARTURE – TRANSFER OUT

Eastern
Taiwan

DAY 1: ARRIVAL - TRANSFER HOTEL
DAY 2: TAIPEI – YELIU – CHIUFEN – TAIPEI 101 MALL
DAY 3: TAIPEI– SUNMOON LAKE (FERRY CRUISE) – FORMOSA
ABROGINAL THEME PARK (CABLE CAR) – WEN WU TEMPLE –
TE HUA VILLAGE
DAY 4: SUNMOON LAKE – TAIPEI CITY TOUR: CKS MEMORIAL
HALL – MARTYR SHRINE – NATIONAL PALACE MUSEUM –
XIMENDING SHOPPING AREA
DAY 5: DEPARTURE – TRANSFER OUT

Southern
Taiwan

+886-2-2331-3181
+886-2-2371-0616
http://www.dailytour.com.tw
Rm. 1109, 11F., No.10, Sec. 1,
Chongqing S. Rd., Zhongzheng Dist.,
Taipei City 100

DAY 1 : ARRIVAL – TRANSFER HOTEL
DAY 2: TAIPEI CITY OUR : CKS MEMORIAL HALL –
PRESIDENT BUILDING ( PASSBY) – CAKES SHOP – HUALIAN (
BY TRAIN)
DAY 3: HUALIAN – TAROKO GORGE TOUR – TAITUNG ( HOT
SPRING IN HOTEL)
DAY 4: TAITUNG – KAOSHIONG – FO KUANG SHAN - DREAM
MALL – LOVE RIVER - LIU HO NIGHT MARKET
DAY 5: KAOHSIUNG – SPRING & AUTUMN PAVILION –
ALISHAN
DAY 6 : ALISHAN FOREST PARK - SUNMOON LAKE (FERRY
CRUISE) – WEN WU TEMPLE – TE HUA VILLAGE – KING OF
MAO – TAICHUNG
DAY 7 : TAICHUNG – TAIPEI - MARTRY SHRINE – NATIONAL
PALACE MUSEUM – TAIPEI 101 MALL – SHILIN NIGHT
MARKET
DAY 8: DEPARTURE – TRANSFER OUT
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Miramar golf and country club is regarded the best golf course in Taiwan.

Dong Fong International Travel
Service Co., Ltd.
Dong Fong International Travel Service Co., Ltd,
also known as D.J. Tour, is a locally corporate
company aimed to carry out our travel business in
Taiwan. Our head office is located in Taichung, the
central Taiwan. Dong Fong International Travel has
been one of the leader in Taiwan's travel industry.
In order to offer the most memorable journey for
our guests, Dong Fong International Travel offer
them only the best service, transportation vehicles,
eco-friendly resorts and hotels, and fairly prices
for different budget of travel plans. However,
maintaining quality service levels has been our
constant commitment all the time.
Our goals and missions:
•Understand clearly our customer’s requirements.
•Provide accurate information.
•Respond quickly to requests and offer cost
effective price.
•Deliver a consistent level of service and assist
customers with a
pleasant attitude.
•Resolve disputes
and fix errors in
a timely manner.

Ta Shee golf & country club sited in Ta Shee, Tao-Yuan country where there is
embraced by mountains.

Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area & Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village

Alishan Mono Railway will carry tourists from
ground to the mountain around 2200M, and breathe
fresh air

COUPON
Present this guidebook
and get complimentary
local fruits for free.

+886-4-2359-1008
+886-4-2359-7859
http://www.traveltogether.com.tw
No.90, Gongyequ 1st Rd., Xitun Dist., Taichung City 407
buto9@hotmail.com
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Taiwan has the most unique geological environment, including Yehliu Geo Park,
Taroko Gorge, Alishan, etc.

Eagle Tour Service Co., Ltd.
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Eagle Tour provides you the best services inbound
to Taiwan for many years, especially in the FIT, MINI
Tour, and MICE.
Eagle Tour is ready to provide the most useful
information on the tourism in Taiwan. Our welltrained staffs are ready to make the highest quality
amenity available to all of you and will lead to our
mutual beneficiary in promoting the tourism industry
of Taiwan. It is time for you to come to Taiwan!!
We sincerely invite you to join us and create an
unforgettable pleasant journey for your precious
clients.

Northern
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

+886-2-2501-6000
+886-2-2503-1202
http://www.eagletour.com.tw
5F., No.148, Sec. 1, Jianguo
N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist.,
Taipei City 104
judy0112345@hotmail.com
eagletour@hotmail.com.tw

Central
Taiwan

COUPON
Present this guidebook and
get NT$300 off for the one-way
Taoyuan International Airport/
Taipei City Transfer(the original
price is NT$1,500). The service
is operated by a 7-seat van only
on weekdays.
Pre-order our package, you can
enjoy 10% off for our one-day
city tour(only on weekdays and
at least 4 people required).

Eastern
Taiwan
Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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Gorgeous Travel Service Co., Ltd.
Gorgeous Travel Service Co., Ltd. is an
experienced tourism company established in 2007
by a team of experts with passion of travel business.
Outbound and inbound services are presently our
main business.
In the aspect of outbound services, we have been
arranging tours for lots of groups from more than 50
countries, including Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
Vietnam, India, Indonesia and China, for the last few
years. Meanwhile, we provide travel related services
in order to ensure the complete customer satisfaction,
even including 24-hour emergency call and dynamic
team. The scope of our services in Taiwan range
from guidance and transfers, hotel and car rental
services, private cultural tours, student tours, Muslim
tours, to bicycle tours and custom-tailored tour
packages in accordance with your special interests.
At the same time, we
have cooperated with
more than 100 hotels
COUPON
and home-stays as
Present this guidebook and
well as a wide range
get an iCash card when you
purchase a Free & Easy package
of coach companies
from Gorgeous Travel Service
Co., Ltd.
in order to provide
1. You will receive the iCash
you the best travel
card in Taiwan after paying all
your tour fees.
services in Taiwan.
2 . T h i s o ff e r i s v a l i d t i l l
December 30, 2014.
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+886-3-491-8692
+886-3-491-8690
http://www.gorgeousholiday.com.tw
1F., No.115, Sec. 2, Yanping Rd.,Pingzhen City,
Taoyuan County 324
service.cheers@msa.hinet.net
https://www.facebook.com/gorgeousholidays

Grand Travel Inc, Dragon Tours
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

◎ Year of established: 1958

Northern
Taiwan

◎ Main Business:
1.Itineraries planning & arrangement and air tickets
issuance.
2.Travel documents handling (exit permit,
passport and visa application).
3.Group and individual package tours design and
operation.
4.Handling of expatriate travel of multinationality firms.
5. Hotel booking.
6. Ground transportation arrangements.

Central
Taiwan

◎ Branch offices in 5 major cities of Taiwan:
1.Taichung office TEL: +886-4-2323-5789
2. Changhua office TEL: +886-4-752-4369
3. Chiayi office
TEL: +886-5-227-1312
4. Tainan office
TEL: +886-6-216-0006
5. Kaohsiung office TEL: +886-7-272-5032

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

+886-2-2718-7300
+886-2-2718-0733
http://www.dragontr.com.tw
13F., No.167, Fuxing N. Rd.,
Songshan Dist., Taipei City 105
service@dragontr.com.tw
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Lion Travel
Circa 1985, Lion Travel has been
at the forefront of the travel industry
with its robust online network, phone
center, and 71 specialty retail centers
spanning North America, Oceania,
and Asia.
Providing services to more
than 1.4 million satisfied travelers
every year, Lion Travel is widely
recognized as the leading brand in its
sector and has received numerous prestigious awards
from the government and media for exemplary
services provided.
Going forward, Lion Travel will
strive for continued excellence with your support.

+886-2-8793-2324
+886-2-6602-9907
http://www.liontravel.com; http://en.liontravel.com/
No.111 Ruihu Street, Neihu District, Taipei City 114
EnglishService@liontravel.com
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South East Travel Service Co., Ltd.
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Since established on April, 1, 1961, the South East
Travel Service Co., Ltd. has become the largest travel
service company in Taiwan, attributing to the leadership
of governance team and contribution of talented staff.
We have the excellent and historic brand bus service
in Taiwan. Clients could enjoy their trip safely and
pleasantly by our 50 luxury tourist buses imported from
the premium brand of Sweden-SCANIA.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

+886-2-2511-0519
+886-2-2568-2749
http://www.settour.com.tw
6F., No.71, Sec. 2, Zhongshan N. Rd.,
Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104
allen@settour.com.tw
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Bali Hotel & Resorts (Kaida Leisure Development Co., Ltd.)
Taitung Bali Suites Hotel
Situated in the flourishing area in Taitung City, Taitung
Bali Suites Hotel is Located on Zhengzhou Street. It is a
hotel full of South-Pacific ambience with a Bali island-style
interior design. The exotic music played in the lobby and the
dress wore by the hotel staff members create an atmosphere
of Bali island for our guests. Meanwhile, our guests may
experience the beauty of Taitung City by joining our city
tour, and experience local culture by joining our night tour.
Taitung Bali Suites Hotel is certainly one of the best choices
for both business and leisure travelers to stay in Taitung.
Taitung Bali Suites Hotel - Lobby

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in and get NT$200 off during
weekdays and NT$100 off during weekends and holidays on
accommodation. Notes that the special offer is applicable to one night and
one room only. It is not applicable to combine with other special offers
and periods of Chinese New Year and successive holidays.

Taitung Bali Suites Hotel - Honeymoon room

+886-89-351506
+886-89-342593
http://www.bali-hotel.com.tw
No.11, Zhengzhou St., Taitung
City, Taitung County 950
taitung@kaida.com.tw

Green Island Bali Resort
Located on Green Island off the East Coast of
Taiwan, Green Island Bali Resort provides an exotic Bali
ambience and an oasis for rejuvenation. Taking an ideal
vacation in northern Green Island, guests may appreciate
magnificent ocean views over the Pacific Ocean,
fabulous scenery of sunset as well as beautiful iridescent
clouds. Among all the hotels and resorts in Green Island,
Green Island Bali Resort is surely one of the best choice
to stay and able to assure its guest to own a delightful yet
unique Taiwan vacation.

Green Island Bali Resort - Lobby

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in and get NT$200 off
during weekdays and NT$100 off during weekends and holidays
on accommodation. Notes that the special offer is applicable to one
night and one room only. It is not applicable to combine with other
special offers and periods of Chinese New Year and successive
holidays.

+886-89-359777
+886-89-359997
http://www.bali-hotel.com.tw
No.2-10, Gongguan, Ludao Township,
Taitung County 951
ezservice@kaida.com.tw
Green Island Bali Resort - Double room with ocean views
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Situated in Jianshi Township, Hsinchu Bali Forest
Hot Springs Resortopia offers favorable location and
an unwinding atmosphere. The resort is surrounded by
mountains and forests and features a large outdoor pool
and hot springs, which makes it a perfect retreat for you
to get away from all the hustle and bustle of city life. A
large tract of forest, original plants, and wild species all
surrounded the resort, waiting for you to explore this land
of idyllic beauty.

Northern
Taiwan

Hsinchu Bali Forest Hot Spring Resortopia - Outdoor pool in forests

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Hsinchu Bali Forest Hot Spring
Resortopia

COUPON

+886-3-5842268
+886-3-5842730
http://www.bali-hotel.com.tw
No.154-1, Jiale, Jianshi Township,
Hsinchu County 313
biofish@kaida-group.com

Southern
Taiwan

Hsinchu Bali Forest Hot Spring Resortopia - Hot soring double room

Central
Taiwan

Present this guidebook upon check-in and get NT$200 off during
weekdays and NT$100 off during weekends/holidays on accommodation,
and NT$100 off on hot springs. Notes that the special offer is applicable
to one night and one room only. It is not applicable to combine with other
special offers and periods of Chinese New Year and successive holidays.

Taipei Sanchong Bali Suites Hotel
Eastern
Taiwan

Nicely located next to Danshui River, Taipei Sanchong
Bali Suite Hotel is a newly opened business hotel in
Sanchong District, New Taipei City. One of the famous
attractions, Dadaocheng Wharf is just one MRT station
away. The hotel is also the site which hosts the annual
Taipei Dadaocheng Summer Fireworks Festival. With
a convenient transportation network nearby, its cozy
accommodation and thoughtful services are here to bring
you an unforgettable experiences and journey of Taipei.

Sanchong Bali Suites Hotel - Lobby

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in and get NT$200 off
during weekdays and NT$100 off during weekends/holidays on
accommodation, and NT$100 off on two-hour short stay. Notes
that the special offer is applicable to one night and one room only.
It is not applicable to combine with other special offers and periods
of Chinese New Year and successive holidays.

+886-2-2974-6636
+886-2-2975-5124
http://www.bali-hotel.com.tw
16~17F., No.78, Sec. 2,
Chongxin Rd., Sanchong Dist.,
New Taipei City 2410
sanbali@kaida-group.com

Sanchong Bali Suites Hotel - Double room with river views
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LDC Group
LDC Group is a hotel chain that combines the spirit
of the arts and outstanding quality service in hospitality.
With over 30 years of experience in hotel chain
operation, our main business now is the development
and operation of related services in the hotel industry.
LDC Group's management philosophy focuses on
bringing “the right attitude, speed, and attention to
detail” so as to provide excellent accommodation to our
hotel guests.
Our brands currently include the following hotels:
Palais de Chine Hotel, Fleur de Chine Hotel, Chateau
de Chine Hotel, Maison de Chine Hotel, Chinatrust
Hotel, and LDC Hotels & Resorts Italy.

+886-2-2998-6788
+886-2-8992-5988
http://www.ldcgroup.com
No.82, Zhongzheng Rd., Xinzhuang Dist.,
New Taipei City 24243

Chateau de Chine Hotel Hualien
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Fleur de Chine Hotel Sun Moon Lake

Palais de Chine Hotel Taipei

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan

Central
Taiwan

Southern
Taiwan

Eastern
Taiwan
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Forte Hotel Group
Forte Hotel Group management team has set
up and been managing 10 hotels in Taipei, Ximen,
Beito, Yilan, Hsinchu, Taichung, Changhua,
Kaohsiung with original Taiwan private branding to
establish the professional image and reputation for a
successful hotel chain.
As for Forte Orange Hotel, there are 6 locations
across Taiwan. All of the hotels are near the train
stations accordingly with convenient transportation
and friendly service. The bold and eye-catching
orange color theme has successfully drawn people’s
attentions and become the best choice for business
and sightseeing travels with the convenience of
“culture, leisure, shopping and transportation.”

Forte Hotel-Hsinchu

Forte Orange Hotel-Kaifong

Forte Beitou Hot Springs

+886-2-2747-1808
+886-2-2747-1213
http:// www.forte-hotel.net
3F., No.179, Tayou Rd., Songshan Dist., Taipei City 105
crc@fortehotels.com.tw
Forte Orange Hotel-Ximen

Forte Orange Hotel-Taichung
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Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Chii Lih Coral

Southern
Taiwan

Since 1973, Chii Lih has emerged from an
internationally renowned coral gemstone exporter
into a prestigious coral jewelry brand. Chii Lih unites
a team of renowned Taiwanese coral artists, each
specializes in various manufacturing techniques from
the selection of raw materials, design to production.
Tranforming the most beautiful gemstone of Taiwan
into a masterpiece artwork - Chii Lih Coral, glamorizes
your heart.
Chii Lih Coral Museum is the largest coral
gemstones museum in the world. The museum displays
different seascapes with variety coral gemstones and
exhibits many famous works of international masters.
Among all the treasures of the museum, the greatest
treasure is the world's largest red coral.
The shop of museum displays the art crafts of
Chii Lih Coral; all materials of the crafts are nature
coral gemstones and attaching with the warranty and
complete after-sales service.

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-2-8861-3352
http://www.cljewels.com
B1., No.202, Sec. 2, Zhishan Rd., Shilin Dist.,
Taipei City 111
chiilih.george@gmail.com
Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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Attractions in the
that you cannot miss
Modern metropolis, international hotels, shopping areas, night
markets, and numerous scenic areas; all of these make the
northern Taiwan a destination worth experiencing.
Tourism and Bureau,
Taoyuan County Government ......................................36

Yun Hsien Holiday Resort (Wulai Tourism Co. Ltd.) ......37
Window on China Theme Park ....................................38
Aqua Bella Hotel ..........................................................39
Brother Hotel ................................................................40

Caesar Park Taipei ........................................................41
Charming Hotel ............................................................42
ChooArt Villa................................................................43

Chuto Plaza Hotel Taoyuan ..........................................44
Chyuan Du Spring Resort.............................................45
Gallery Hotel ................................................................46

Grand View Resort .......................................................47
Hotel Sense ...................................................................48

Leader Hotel .................................................................49

Miramar Garden Taipei.................................................50
Miramar Hotel Hsinchu................................................51
Monarch Plaza Hotel ...................................................52
Monarch Skyline Hotel.................................................53
Pause Landis Wulai ......................................................54
Park Taipei Hotel ..........................................................56
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northern Taiwan
Rui Shi Hotel Group..................................................57
Saual Keh Hotel.........................................................58
South Garden Hotels...................................................69
and Resorts
Taipei Fullerton Hotel ...............................................60
Taipei Gala Hotel.......................................................61

The Howard Plaza Hotel Taipei ................................62
The Riviera Hotel Taipei

63

City Suites..................................................................64

Hai Pa Wang International Enterprise Group ...........65
Yangmingshan Tien Lai Resort & Spa......................66
West Lake Resortopia..................................................67
Ta Shee Blooming Oasis ...........................................68

Channes Wedding Photo Studio................................69
TaipeiEYE .................................................................70
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Hot Spots
Taipei 101
Observatory

National Palace Museum, Yangmingshan National Park, Taipei 101 Observatory,
Beitou Hot Spring Area, Tamsui, Shilin Night Market, Ningxia Night Market, Wulai
Scenic Area, Maokong Tea Farms , Northeast Coast, North Coast, Jiufen and
Jinguashi, Pingxi , Yingge, Sanxia, etc.

This observatory occupies the
89th floor of the 508-meterhigh Taipei 101 building.
Visitors can buy tickets on the
fifth floor and then ride the
world's fastest elevator up for
a panoramic view of Taipei
City. Meanwhile, Taipei 101
marks the epicenter of the
popular shopping area in
Taipei's Xinyi Plan District.
Shoppers can find the world's
best brands at Taipei 101
Mall, Shin Kong Mitsukoshi
Xinyi Place, Hankyu
Department Stores, Bellavita,
and the other upscale stores
here. Vieshow Cinemas and
Eslite Bookstores are other
popular destinations here.
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Maokong Tea Farms

Yangmingshan National Park

【Nearby Attraction】

Beitou Hot Spring Area

Located in the southwest outskirts
of Taipei, the mountainous Muzha
area is home to several recreational
tea farms and distinctive teahouses
with scenic views: the perfect
place to learn about northern
Taiwan's tea culture and enjoy
fine local tea. Take the mini bus
up the mountain road to Maokong
to fully enjoy the scenery.

Maokong Gondola

Taipei's first cable car system, the
Maokong Gondola runs between
the Taipei Zoo and Maokong
over a 4.03-kilometer route. The
gondola has "crystal cabins" with
transparent glass floors, putting
the area's scenic beauty literally
underfoot.

Ta i p e i ' s b e a u t i f u l b a c k y a r d ,
Yangmingshan embraces. Mt. Qixing,
Mt. Datun, and Mt. Shamao. This
volcanic area is also home to a variety
of thermal springs. Most of the springs
are fed by sulfuric acid water, but
there are also white sulphur springs
at Lengshuikeng and Macao. Most of
the spas here also offer dining, tea and
accommodation.

Beitou is Taiwan's best-known hot
spring area. There are several spring
sources here, including the Diregu
(Hell Valley), Longfeng, Fenghuang,
Hushanli, and Xingyi Road areas.
Green sulphur, white sulphur, and iron
sulphur springs can all be found here.
There are also several hot spring hotels
to choose from near Xinbeitou MRT
Station.

Wulai Scenic
Area

Wulai Scenic Area is
a popular hot spring
destination in northern
Taiwan. The clear
and odorless water
is believed to have
a beautifying effect.
Wulai also has a rich
aboriginal culture and
equally diverse scenic
charms, making this a
good place to converse
with nature.

Tamsui

Tamsui is a riverside
fishing town with plenty
of historic sites and local
specialty foods. The
town is also known for
its beautiful sunsets and
scenic surroundings. The
Old Street area extends
along a 1,500-meter
stretch of road between
Tamsui MRT Station and
the town's small fishing
harbor. A tree-shaded
riverside promenade,
floating stage, and tideviewing bay further add
to Tamsui's charms.

Jiufen and
Jinguashi

The former mining towns
of Jiufen and Jinguashi are
located near the Northeast
Coast. They re-entered the
public spotlight after being
featured in the movies "A
City of Sadness" and "Hill
of No Return." Today,
the towns attract a steady
flow of visitors with their
famous specialty snacks,
old-world charm, and
teahouses.

Pingxi Sky
Lanterns

Originally built to
transport coal, the
Pingxi Line railway is
today a popular tourism
route. The region's coalmining past can be
explored at the Taiwan
Coal Mine Museum
near Shifen Station and
the Shidi Coal Mine by
Jingtong Station. Pingxi
is also famous for its
sky lanterns.
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Back Cihu-restoring the era of Jiangs

Tourism Bureau,
Taoyuan County Government
The first stop, the best stay, and the top spot in
Taiwan

Located in the northwest of Taiwan, Taoyuan is the
first stop international travelers set foot in when they
come to Taiwan. Taoyuan is full of natural resources
and world-class scenic spots. The top nine tourist
themes in Taoyuan include Floral Love, Fun Factories,
Splendid Nightlife, Military Dependents’ Village,
Seaside Biking, Hakka Culture, Groupies’ Tour,
Aboriginal Tribe, and the Cultural Resort of the Jiang,
which are all full of surprises.

Daxi Presidential Town - voted top 10 Taiwanese tourist towns

Taoyuan the floral kingdom–the favorite shooting spot for trendy drama

+886-3-332-2101
+886-3-3332569
http://www.traveltaoyuan.com
No.1, Xianfu Rd., Taoyuan City,
Taoyuan County 330

Lala mountain special
scenic area-the place
with the most oxygen
in northern Taiwan

Advertisement by Taoyuan County Government
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Xiaowulai skywalk-voted the dreamiest scenic spot

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Yun Hsien Holiday Resort

Southern
Taiwan

Wulai is located 27km east south of Taipei City, the
only indigenous area in New Taipei City area. Green
trees and clear streams filled this area surrounded by
mountain range. The scenery at the source of famous
Wulai waterfall is even more spectacular with ancient
woods soaring up the skies, cloud and mist covering
the forests, colorful butterflies, the chattering of cicadas
and the chirping of birds, all made this place a retreat
away from the turmoil of the world. However, this
view is blocked away from the tourist due to the natural
landscapes of steep crags and cliffs belonging to the
Nanshih River. In the light of this, we start drafting
plans to build a cable car so as to let this natural wild
view be seen and enjoyed completely by the public
from the air. As the natural view changes with season,
all different and beautiful in its own unique ways, this
area seems like a paradise therefore we named it “Yun
Hsien Holiday Resort” meaning “a land of celestials
and clouds.”

Eastern
Taiwan

COUPON

A discount of 20% will be
given by presenting this
guidebook while purchasing
the adult ticket of cable car (one
guidebook can be used by one
person only and can't combine
with other promotions or
discounts).

+886-2-2661-6383
+886-2-2661-6054
http://www.yun-hsien.com.tw
No.1-1, Pubu Rd., Wulai Dist., New Taipei City 233
k6616510@ms7.hinet.net
Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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Window on China Theme Park
Window on China Theme Park is known to be the
first stop to visit out of all the attractions in Taiwan.
More than that, its miniature world with wellknown architectures, various amusement facilities,
enchanting shows and entertainments are definitely
the best choice for family trips and friends gatherings.
Window on China Theme Park is the first theme
park in Asia to feature majestic displays of miniature
world-famous architectures as its main theme.
Constructing with a ratio of 1:25, all architectures
are presented with the finest details and artistry. In
Window on China, traveling around Taiwan and the
world in just a single day is never a dream! Window
on China Theme Park with more than twenty indoor
and outdoor amusement facilities, which are specially
designed for families of all ages, is the whimsical
land where fantasy becomes reality. Let’s tail the tour
train and let the adventure begin!

COUPON
Present this guidebook and
get a discount of the admission
ticket for BUY ONE GET ONE
FREE(regular price: $799).
Not-ROC passport and coupon
are both required upon ticket
purchasing.
This offer is valid till December
31, 2014.

+886-3-471-7211
+886-3-471-7248
http://www.woc.com.tw
No.60-2, Henggangxia, Longtan Township,
Taoyuan County 325
woc@woc.com.tw
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Aquabella Hotel
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Aquabella Hotel is a hot spring hotel in Beitou,
Taipei City.
With its simple, clean design, and natural, fragrant
hot spring, a new, trendy hot spring fashion has
emerged here in Aquabella Hotel. Through our
endeavors, the hotel is successful not only to reserve
traditional charms but also add new elements to the
old-time hot spring culture in Beitou.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

+886-2-2891-1118
+886-2-2891-1112
http://www.aquabella.com.tw
No.63, Wenquan Rd., Beitou Dist., Taipei City 112
aqua.bella@msa.hinet.net

Eastern
Taiwan
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Brother Hotel
Brother Hotel is located right in the heart of Taipei's
commercial district where all the actions are 2 minutes
from Taipei Arena, and 5-minute drive from Songshang
Airport. One of the MRT station (Nanjing East Road) is
just next door. There are banks, securities firms, airlines,
department stores and cinemas nearby. Furthermore, here
is a convenient and speedy way to Nangang Exhibition
Hall (TWTC NANGANG Exhibition Hall) from Nanjing
East Road MRT station. Air-conditioning deluxe rooms
with private bath & IDD telephone, color LCD TV with
satellite channels, mini bar and complimentary ADSL /
wireless unlimited internet access. Catering Chinese
cuisine (Cantonese with Dim-Sum, Taiwanese and
Szechuan), Japanese cuisine, Western cuisine (Sinoeuropean, Italian and Teppan), cocktail lounge, bakery,
sushi • riceball specialty, cake & pastry division, laundry,
store, parking lot and airport limousine service, Banquet
room (wedding party, meetings).

Free charge high-speed & broadband internet service

COUPON
+886-2712-3456
+886-2717-3334
http://www.brotherhotel.com.tw
No.255, Sec. 3, Nanjing E. Rd.,
Songshan Dist., Taipei City 105
service@brotherhotel.com.tw

A discount of 30% will
be given by presenting this
guidebook(10% service
charge will be added to the
original price).

Wardrobe

Twin-One big bed

Twin-Two beds
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Caesar Park Taipei is the start point for you to explore the beauty of Taipei. Modern and fashion design in the lobby

Central
Taiwan

CAESAR PARK TAIPEI

Your choice to enjoy breakfast, tea brunch buffet, dinner buffet or
afternoon tea buffet at ease

Eastern
Taiwan

Food & Beverage
2F Checkers
(Buffet & A-La-Carte, Opening Hours: 06:00-24:00)
3F Dynasty Restaurant
(Shanghai Cuisine, Dim-Sum,
Opening Hours: 11:00-14:30;
17:30-21:00)

Southern
Taiwan

Located at the heart of Taipei City and awarded
"The Best Hotel for the Business Travelers" by highprofiled hotel booking website, Hotel Club, CAESAR
PARK TAIPEI offers the most convenient access
to MRT, TRA, THSR and other major landmarks
and attractions. 478 fashion design rooms with the
stunning view of central Taipei City and the feel-likehome services, CAESAR PARK TAIPEI is the only
hotel in Taipei with the direct connection to Exit M6
of Taipei Main Station MRT. Wi-Fi and broadband
services are provided in all rooms. The best location
and great service, all in CAESAR PARK TAIPEI.

Metro Room(26 sq. m.) Designer Choice’s lighting and furniture
coupled with see-through interior design, the room blends original
creativity with natural beauty of tenderness

ArtDeco style of
sculpture at each
corner offers you the
enjoyment on the
coziness and delicacy
of the environment

+886-2-2311-5151
+886-2-2331-9944
http://taipei.caesarpark.com.tw
No.38, Sec. 1, Zhongxiao W. Rd.,Zhongzheng Dist.,
Taipei City 100
info_tpe@caesarpark.com.tw

Station Suite（50 sq. m.）Offering the best view in front of Taipei
Railway Station with bustling Taipei city beneath you day and night ,
the suite is people’
s best choice to enjoy the trip.
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Charming Hotel
Charming Hotel offers well personalized services
to every single customer, including sophisticated
guestrooms and simple beauty design for providing
comfortable stay. Charming Hotel is striving to be
your home in Taipei.
Daily Services include:
● 2 bottles of complimentary mineral water.
● Complimentary Wifi.
● Free indoor parking.
● Free use of business center.
● Free use of fitness club.
● Free self laundry facility.
Nearest Public Access: No.5 Exit of MRT Dr. Sun
Yat-sen Memorial Hall Station
Close access to:
● Taipei Arena
● Xinyi Commercial District
● Taipei World Trade Center Nan Kang Exhibition
Hall
● Living Mall
● Raohe Street Night Market
● Linjiang Street Night Market
● Taipei Songshan Airport
● Breeze Center
● National Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall
● Wufenpu Garment Wholesale Area

+886-2-2763-0555
+886-2-2765-7092 / +886-2-2762-5931
http://www.charminghotel.com.tw
No.16, Sec. 4, Bade Rd., Songshan Dist.,
Taipei City 105
charmin.hotel@msa.hinet.net
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ChooArt Villa
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

ChooArt Villa, the green building aiming at
sustainably co-existing with the nature, is located
nearby Longteng Broken Bridge in Sanyi Township,
Miaoli. Respecting the precursors, ChooArt Villa
modestly proffers the land to the camphor tree forest.
For blending into the mountain landscape, ChooArt
Villa’s architecture is built along the terrain with mass
window views to create green views and draw in
sunlight. The natural and green eaves construct a rooftop garden, which is filled with
springtime irises. The tortuous
air pergola becomes the best
runway for all the beings in the
nature, so that people can truly
experience the unhurried live
among the forest trees and feel
the throb that comes from four
seasons’ changes and the blend
of heaven and earth.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Private terrace in every
guest room.

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

+886-37-881712
+886-37-881721
http://www.chooart.com.tw
No.27-1, Waizhuang, Sanyi Township,
Miaoli County 367
admin@chooart.com.tw

The architecture co-exists with the native camphor.

Tortuous air pergola is a runway for flowers, grass, birds and butterflies.
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Chuto Plaza Hotel Taoyuan
Located in the neighborhood of Taoyuan Main
Station, Chuto Plaza Hotel provides its guests a
convenient traffic network to reach Taoyuan's every
business district and thus easily catch their business
opportunities. Moreover, Chuto offers personalized
services to meet guests'
different needs and
create homely and
warm atmosphere for
all its guests of honor.

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon
check-in and get 40% off on
accommodation during both
weekends and weekdays. Note
that 10% service charge is not
included in this offer. Room
reservation is required.

+886-3-376-6177
+886-3-376-6186
http://www.chuto.com.tw
No.398, Taoying Rd., Taoyuan City,
Taoyuan County 330
chuto@ms38.hinet.net
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Chyuan Du Spring Resort
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Nearby the Yang Ming Mountain National Park,
Xingbeitou is the well-known hot spring area in
Taipei City due to the geothermal energy rising from
volcanoes. Xingbeitou’s hot springs are accompanied
with surrounding beautiful scenery can not only relax
your bodies , but also your mind.
Chyuan Du Spring Resort is located in Xingbeitou
and nearby the MRT Xingbeitou Station with only
2-minute walking distance. After its redecoration
on May 2013, Chyuan Du Spring Resort offers an
European retreat featuring spacious guestrooms,
special white sulfur spring, and relaxing soaking tubs.
Every guest has private space for enjoying
spring. Different facilities, such as comfortable
marble tubs, contemporary lighting jacuzzi, natural
cypress soaking tub, individual sauna, free wireless
internet access, free VOD
COUPON
channels, etc., bring you
different pleasures and
Present this guidebook upon
check-in and get NT$200 off on
the most relaxing trip in
accommodation (per room/night)
Taipei.
during weekdays. This offer will

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

be expired on Dec. 25, 2014.

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

+886-2-2896-0077
+886-2-2896-8255
http://www.cdhotel.com.tw ;
http://www.cdresort.com.tw
No.220, Guangming Rd., Beitou Dist., Taipei City 112
cdhotel@ms18.hinet.net
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Gallery Hotel

Gallery Hotel
The Gallery Hotel is located at Nangang realign
district, Taipei City. With the design of European
style, you can see its two transparent glass elevators
and the gyration stair at its nearly 60 feet high hotel
lobby. Only 5 minutes to Nangang Exhibition Centre,
Nangang Software Park and MRT Kunyang Station.
Taipei 101 and Raohe
Street Night Market are
10 minutes away and
Neihu Technology Park
is only 10 minutes drive.
Gallery Hotel is sure the
best choice for leisure or
business trip.

Conference room

Superior Business
Hotel lobby

+886-2-2651-7770
+886-2-2651-3370
http://www.galleryhotel.com.tw/
No.59, Chongyang Rd., Nangang Dist.,
Taipei City 115
galleryhotel@galleryhotel.com.tw
Gymnasium
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C'est Bon

Grand View Resort

Eastern
Taiwan

Grand View Resort Beitou is located at a high
point on Youya Road .Situated in the Datun Mountain
system, Grand View Resort Beitou is able to overlook
Danfeng Mountain. Meanwhile, the position situated
next to Beitou Taiwan Folk Arts Museum also adds
an extra Touch of artistic atmosphere, surrounding
by the pleasant atmosphere of nature and culture also
Gives Grand View Resort Beitou a fresh look and
unique ambience.

Private hot spring room

COUPON
Oversea tourists can present
this guidebook to get 2 discount
coupons for SPA
Treatment(NT$599 each)and 2
Entrance Tickets to the Beitou
Museum. This offer is applicable to
any room types Check-In.

Specialized afternoon tea

Grand View Resort

+886-2-2898-8888
+886-2-2898-8088
http:// www.gvrb.com.tw
No.30, Youya Rd., Beitou Dist., Taipei City 112
rsvn@gvrb.com.tw
Superior room with mountain views
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Hotel Sense
Ideally situated in the heart of Taipei City inside
one of the most prosperous business a luxurious
living style and all its convenience, the hotel also
embraces the 30’European ambiance.
Taking 2 minutes to walk from Taipei MRT
“Zhongshan Elementary School Station”(Exit 2) to
the Hotel Sense.

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in can get the special offer
for accommodation: Superior room NT$3,300 & Business room
NTD$3,800 (Incl. service charge and tax).
Notes:
• Reservation Including 1~2 buffet breakfast per day.
• Discount valid from Jan 1, 2014 - Jun 30, 2014. Special rate is
block off the following dates: Jan 1, Mar 4-8, Apr 28-May 6, Jun 2-7.

+886-2-7743-1000
+886-2-7743-1100
http://www.hotelsense.com.tw/
No.477, Linsen N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104
info@hotelsense.com.tw
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Hotel Double One
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Hotel Double One, named after its street number 11, is a
luxury hot spring hotel in Beitou District, Taipei City. The
25 prestigious rooms and excellent facilities ensure you a
one-of-a-kind hot spring accommodation experience.
The hotel holds its unique style differentiating itself from
the others by focusing on the themes of “colors & tastes”
and “simplicity & romance” applied to every aspect from
interior decorations to furnishings. The top three floors,
Red Roses, Champagne Gold, and Aqua Blue, offer you
magical visual sensation, while the Chocolate theme of the
underground level rejuvenates you in the sweetness of love.
For both leisure and business travelers, Hotel Double
One offers great spa, a high quality restaurant and a
conference room to cater different needs. The greeneries
throughout the hotel site allow our guests a relaxing
environment to indulge themselves and release pressure.
Hotel Double One is here for you.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

Leader Hotel Xitou

Eastern
Taiwan

Leader Hotel Xitou is a leisure and business hotel
located inside the beautiful Xitou Nature Education Area
in Lugu Township of Nantou, Taiwan. The enjoyment
of trailing, relaxation, tea farms, mountain views, and
flowering throughout the Xitou area has attracted many
visitors from the world.
The 209 well-appointed cozy rooms in 4 buildings
are designed in characteristics, surrounded by forest
views and great scenery. Red Tower, a blend of modern
and nature with red walls and black tiles; Phoenix
Tower, featuring Japanese-style accommodations with
warm and wooden interiors; Da-Xue Tower and HanGuang Tower, offering a combo of traditional and
contemporary décor.
With the state-of-the-art conference/event facilities,
our conference hall is able to accommodate 60-200
guests. Meanwhile, our fabulous buffet and dining
service offer local specialties such as barbeque, bamboo
delicacies, and tea cuisines. Leader Hotel Xitou is a
great destination for family trips, honeymoons, group
meetings and school outings.
+886-2-2368-0858
+886-2-2363-0191
http://www.leaderhotel.com.tw/
9F., No.205-3, Sec. 3, Beixin Rd., Xindian Dist., New Taipei City 231
sales.tp@leaderhotel.com
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Miramar Garden Taipei

Pamper yourself with our special heartfelt treat!
Miramar Garden Taipei cordially invites you to enjoy
Miramar Garden Taipei boasts a classic and elegant a wonderful stay.
European architectural design. The exquisite interior,
which features a beautiful garden, will delight even
the most discriminating of tastes. The high-ceiling
lobby, spacious guest rooms, a variety of superb
cuisine offered, as well as the modern physical fitness
facilities, which include swimming pool, gym, Spa
and sauna, all go a long way toward satisfying the
demands of both holidaymakers and the business
travelers.
Situated in the Taipei City’s vital financial,
entertainment and cultural district, the Miramar
Garden Taipei is only 40 minutes from Taiwan
Taoyuan International Airport, 15 minutes from Deluxe Room
Taipei World Trade Center complex, Taipei 101
Financial Tower and easy access to Taipei Domestic
COUPON
Airport.

Miramar Garden Taipei

Present this guidebook and use our
internet service for free.

+886-2-8772-8800
+886-2-8772-1010
http://www.miramargarden.com.tw
No.83, Sec. 3, Civic Blvd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104
info@miramargarden.com.tw
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Miramar Hotel Hsinchu

Miramar Hotel Hsinchu

Eastern
Taiwan

Miramar Hotel Hsinchu, an uniquely designed
hotel by making use of a lot of glass as a
representation of trendy technology. Inside the hotek,
the simple but thoughtful interior design generated
from the concept of “Wind” and “Bamboo,” which
bring up a sense of calmness within one’s mind.
Starting from the elegant lobby, 141 luxury
hotel rooms and suites, exquisite cuisines and the
unforgettable sky garden, the state of serenity will
eventually be experienced through all of these.
The Miramar Hotel Hsinchu offers well-appointed
rooms of international class. With its large space,
high ceiling, oversized tubs and large windows, our
guests can overlook the wonderful view for complete
relaxation. Each room is also equipped with 40” LED
television plus other amenities which are perfect for
business and leisure travelers.

The Zone Bar & Restaurant

COUPON
Present this guidebook and use our
internet service for free.

+886-3-623-1188
+886-3-623-1199
www.miramar-hsinchu.com
No.111, Sec. 2, Gongdao 5th Rd., East Dist., Hsinchu City 300
info@miramar-hsinchu.com
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Monarch Plaza Hotel
Part of the Tone Ray Group, in 1999 the Monarch
Plaza Hotel was established in Taoyuan. The hotel
expanded the region's international vision and kickstarted Taoyuan's international tourism industry.
We aimed to be all travelers’ second sweet home
. The principle of sincere care is imbued into our
services and facilities and making our guests feel at
home during their trips. The Monarch Club owns the
latest health care facilities, gym equipment, personal
pampering and aerobic exercises for our guests' use
freely.
Taoyuan, as the nation's gateway, has become
Taiwan's springboard to the world. Monarch Plaza
Hotel seized the future and decided to root here. Our
mission is to be a window to Taiwan and consistently
to bring people and culture together. Our goal is to be
Taoyuan's top and unique international hotel as well.

+886-3-316-9900
+886-3-317-9000
http://www.monarch-hotels.com.tw
NO.300,Chuang Ching Rd., Sec. 1, Taoyuan 330
reservations@monarch-hotels.com.tw
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Chinese Food(Jiang-Zhe Restaurant)

Luxurious Room

Catering Service Office

Northern
Taiwan

Japanese Food(Tsubasa Restaurant)

Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

Monarch Skyline Hotel

Eastern
Taiwan

Monarch Skyline Hotel is located at a
business district in Nankan, Taoyuan County.
The hotel owns 250 guestrooms and suites
designed with international tastes. Meanwhile,
the hotel is Cthe
5 0first
M 1 0modern,
0 K 6 0 deluxe hotel
in Taiwan adopting
nonPA N TO Nan
E avant-grade,
262C
mainstream design by integrating fashion,
gourmet food, music and multimedia. The 5-star
international tourism hotel has two restaurants;
one is Japanese food restaurant and the other
is Chinese food
M 3 5 restaurants. In addition, it
takes only a Y
drive
8 5 time of 10~20 minutes from
Monarch Skyline Hotel to Taoyuan International
Airport, Tai-Mall Shopping Mall, Costco, or
THSR Station.

+886-3-222-7117
+886-3-222-7227
http://www.skyline-hotels.com.tw
No.108, Sec. 1, Nankan Rd., Luzhu Township,
Taoyuan County 338
reservation@skyline-hotels.com.tw
Monarch Skyline Hotel
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Park Taipei Hotel
Our hotel's entrance is right in front of the MRT Daan
Station
Only 6 minutes take MRT to Taipei Songshan Airport
Park Taipei Hotel is a contemporary and cosmopolitan
hotel located in the heart of downtown Taipei
with luxurious comfort to meet the changing demands
of today’s business travelers.
A carefree place in the center of bustling Taipei.
After taking care of business, doing shopping and
traveling around.
You’ll return to your new cozy and relaxing home.
Your home in Taipei, Park Taipei Hotel Welcomes
You!

COUPON
Starting now until Dec 31, 2014,
one complimentary welcome drink
coupon is provided when you check
in with this guidebook(depending
on the number of staying guests).
Park Taipei Hotel

Executive Lounge

Executive 101 View Room

+886-2-5579-3888
+886-2-5579-3889
http://www.parktaipei.com
No.317, Sec. 1, Fuxing S. Rd., Da’
an Dist., Taipei City 106
rsvn@parktaipei.com
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Rui Shi Hotel Group
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Taiwan This Way

Provide thoughtful service and interaction with
our guests, and always think from their point of
view." The above statement is exactly the enterprise
philosophy of Rui Shi Hotel Group. Our group
breaks through traditional thoughts of the hotel
industry and add in SOHO elements, something new,
fashion, simple, comfortable and convenient, for
our guests to create an unique experience of bargain
accommodation.

COUPON

Northern
Taiwan

Present this guidebook upon
check-in, you can get NT$100
off on accommodation during
weekdays and enjoy virtue
magazines for free.

Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

+886-3-459-0802
+886-3-468-8807
http://www.gorates-hotel.com
No.11, Ln. 437, Sec. 2, Jhongbei Rd., Jhongli City,
Taoyuan County 320

Eastern
Taiwan
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Saual Keh Hotel
Budget Travel can also be enjoyable.
Stylish Modern Art Deco go with cutting-edge
facilities: Multi-Media TV System, Silent Fridge, WiFi
in room, Ozone Machine, DVD player, etc. Saual Keh
Hotel serve you the most value with your budget.
Comfortable 3B---Bed/ Bath/ Breakfast.
Saual Keh Hotel highly concerns the refreshment of
travelers, for those which can help guests to wash
away an exhausted day and re-charge energy. The hotel
makes great efforts to create a enjoyable, comfortable
treatment.
Environmental Friendly.
Guests staying in Saual Keh Hotel can also devote for
the Green Earth by saving the amenities (tooth brush/
cotton swabs/ towel/ hair comb….etc) with Eco-token
(start from July 1, 2013), and also can travel Taipei by
bike rented in hotel without air pollution.

+886-2-2322-3887
+886-2-2341-2578
http://www.saualkeh.com.tw
No.2, Aly. 90, Sec. 1, Roosevelt Rd.,
Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City 100
saualkehhotel@yahoo.com.tw
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The high ceiling reception hall, accompanied by vintage bronze sculpture arts, represents a simple but elegant design

South Garden Hotels and Resorts

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

South Garden is the only resort where you can
truly experience a relaxing Mediterranean vocation.
The architecture at South Garden largely employs
natural building materials and color palettes, which
harmonizes the interior design with nature. The
attractions here combine elements, such as sunshine,
green fields, fresh air and water, create a warm
ambience. Stroll along the peaceful green fields, you
will feel your heart warming up at South Garden
Hotels and Resorts.
The main theme of design is based on a modern
Mediterranean style. Designer Chen who specializes
in spatial construction strived to build a spacious and
comfortable hotel environment. In addition to utilize
Mediterranean elements, he further elevated the
ceiling for allowing maximum light penetration, and
thus rendered a scenic view. Combined with natural
materials such as woods and stones, the architecture
fuses different elements together and creates a sense
of harmony between artificial elements and the
nature.

Country club

Cheers bar

The South restaurant

+886-3-420-2122
+886-3-420-7736
http://www.southgarden.com.tw
No.8, Shuzi Rd., Zhongli City, Taoyuan County 320
sa.resv@southgarden.com.tw
Deluxe room
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Taipei Fullerton Hotel
Taipei Fullerton Hotel- East

+886-2-2763-5656
service3@taipeifullerton.com.tw
No. 32, Sec 5, Nanjing E. Rd., Songshan Dist.,
Taipei City 105
Located in the center of East Taipei’s financial and
shopping districts, Taipei Fullerton Hotel East is
conveniently adjacent to the World Trade Center complex,
Neihu Technology Park and Nankang Software Park. It
takes only 10 minutes to Taipei Songshan Airport and
45 minutes to Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport.
Equipped with 225 comfortable guest rooms, the hotel
also owns restaurants providing Cantonese and Western
cuisine, banquet and conference facilities.
Taipei Fullerton Hotel - South

+886-2-2703-1234
service2@taipeifullerton.com.tw
No. 41, Sec. 2, Fuxing S. Rd., Da’an Dist., Taipei City 106
Located at the center of the Dunnan Business Center,
Taipei Fullerton Hotel Fuxing South is near the intersection
of Fuxing S. Rd. and Xinyi Rd and owns easy access
to MRT and public transportations. Equipped with over
100 comfortable guest rooms, the hotel owns a perfect
exquisite and elegant atmosphere with contemporary
classical style.

Taipei Fullerton Hotel - East - Welcome Tea

Taipei Fullerton Hotel- North

+886-2-2713-8181
service@taipeifullerton.com.tw
No. 315, Fuxing N. Rd., Songshan Dist., Taipei City 105
Located at the center of the Fuxing N. Rd. and Minsheng E.
Rd, the hotel is close to the Taipei Songshan Airport and
Neihu Business Park and owns quick access to the MRT
and city bus. Equipped with 75 comfortable guest rooms.

COUPON

Taipei Fullerton Hotel - North - Junior Suite

Present this guidebook upon check-in and get discounts as
following(valid till Dec. 30, 2014):
1. East - 50% off (Mon. ~ Sun.)
2. North - 45% off (Sat. ~ Sun.)
3. South - 45% off (Sat. ~ Sun.)
* 10% service charge will be added to the original price.
* Taipei Cycle show, Computex show period and major holiday season
are not applicable, and cannot combined with other special offers.
* One guidebook can be used for one room only.

Taipei Fullerton Hotel - South - VIP Suite
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Taipei Gala Hotel

Southern
Taiwan

As one of the Asia's most dynamic exciting and
influential metropolis, Taipei offers visitors the
unlimited city experience, with exclusive shopping,
great dining, and never-ending entertainment.
Perfectly situated for the business and leisure
traveler, Gala Hotel's distinctive address is midtown
Taipei on Songjiang Road, which is in the heart of
Taipei's most prestigious shopping, cultural and
business neighborhood.
The business traveler will find that the financial
district is right next door and most midtown business
district is within a walking distance from the hotel.
Established in 1980, Gala Hotel has more than 30
years of experience in the hospitality industry and
has been presented with numerous awards by the
government as well as compliments from customers.
Gala Hotel remains a state-of-the-art facility by
renovating and innovating. After done with recent
remodeling, each guest room has been completely
renovated and refitted to continue to meet the modern
traveler's needs.

COUPON

Eastern
Taiwan

Present this guidebook upon check-in, you
can get 50% off on hotel accommodation
and 15% off on hotel dining. An extra 10%
service charge is required. The offer is valid
till Dec. 28, 2014. Please contact hotel for an
exception and invalidity.

Elegant suite room

+886-2-2541-5511
+886-2-2531-3831
http://www.galahotel.com.tw
No.186, Songjiang Rd., Zhongshan Dist.,
Taipei City 104
galahtl@ms18.hinet.net
Standard single room

Golden Pot Chinese cuisine

Golden Ear restaurant
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The Howard Plaza Hotel Taipei

The Howard Plaza Hotel Taipei
The Howard Plaza Hotel Taipei located in Taipei’s
eastern financial and business district. Adjacent to
TICC & TWTC. Two MRT stations are within walking
distance.
606 luxurious guest rooms with rosewood furniture
that offer tranquility in busy surroundings. Courteous
services team makes you feel like home.
Howard ballroom capable to accommodate 330 class
room style/700 theater style conferences with 12 break
out rooms for conferences or seminars. The Howard
Plaza Taipei is the best choice for meetings and dining.

Rainbow Terrace

COUPON
Present this guidebook
upon check-in and receive a
complimentary welcome drink
voucher.
• This voucher can only be used
as stipulated, photocopying
invalid.
• One voucher is only redeemable per person per visit, and
cannot be exchanged for cash
or any other items.
• Valid until Dec. 31, 2014.

superior king room

+886-2-2700-2323
+886-2-2700-0729
http://taipei.howard-hotels.com
No.160, Sec. 3, Ren’
ai Rd., Da’
an Dist.,
Taipei City 10657
reservation-tp@howard-hotels.com.tw
conference room
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The Riviera Hotel Taipei
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

The Riviera Hotel Taipei is the First and Only
hotel in Taiwan to receive the LEED Green Building
Gold Certification in November, 2012.

LEED Gold Certification,TripAdvisor 2013 Certificate of Excellence

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

+886-2-2585-3258
+886-2-2596-5160
http://www.rivierataipei.com
No.646, Linsen N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104
rivbook@ms36.hinet.net

Central
Taiwan

The Riviera Hotel offers free Shuttle Service to
top tourist attractions. (Ex: Taipei 101 Mall & Shilin
Night Market…)
Wired and Wireless Internet Access are provided
FREE of charge in the hotel.

Northern
Taiwan

Situated at the business hub of bustling Taipei
city, The Riviera Taipei boutique Hotel is designed
with the theme of cordial sophistication of southern
France, punctuated by the mystic authenticity of
the Orient. The hotel caters to business and leisure
travelers; it has a Mediterranean Steak House
restaurant, Yacht Club restaurant, Oeillet Pastry Café,
and a banquet room that can seat 240 people banquet
style.

The Mediterranean Steak House, Platinum U.S. Beef

Make your trip to Taipei, Taiwan a truly unique and memorable one with Rivera’s service excellence
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Taoyuan Gateway

City Suites
Since Hai Pa Wang International Enterprise Group
branched out into the hotel industry, thus City Suits the
hotel chain has been established.
Currently, City Suites owns six hotels in Taiwan. All
the hotels provide their guests with professional, warm
and caring services in order to make them feel relax and
at home.

Lobby in Taipei Nanxi

Taipei Nandong

+886-2-2556-1700
+886-2-2556-1700
http://www.citysuites.com.tw
No.169, Nanjing W. Rd., Datong Dist., Taipei City 103
reservation@citysuites.com.tw
Guest room in Taipei Nanxi
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Hai Pa Wang International
Enterprise Group
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Hai Pa Wang International Enterprise Group
provides various exquisite cuisine, including
traditional Taiwanese cuisine, catering
service for wedding parties, friend or family
gathering. You can also taste our great buffet
in City Suites Gateway Hotel. We will surely
satisfy your sensitive taste buds. We sincerely
welcome you to come and enjoy our great
service and cuisine.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

COUPON
Present this guidebook and
get a complimentary bottle of red wine for food consumption of table
d'hote NT$5,000 (10% of service charge is needed). This special offer
is applicable to its five branches only, including Zhongshan branch,
Changan branch, Luzhou branch, Haishan branch and the City Suites
Gateway Hotel.

Southern
Taiwan

+886-2-2596-3141
+886-2-2552-4173
http://www.hpw.com.tw
No.59, Sec. 3, Zhongshan N. Rd.,
Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 104
service@hpw.com.tw

Eastern
Taiwan
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Panorama of Tienlai

Yangmingshan Tien Lai Resort & Spa
As the best resort hotel in northern Taiwan
recommended by Michelin Green Guide Taiwan,
Yangmingshan Tien Lai Resort & Spa is situated on
plateau in the mountains and is able to offer rare views
of the mountain and sea. The entire Yangmingshan
National Park and the north coast are the back gardens
of Tien Lai. The resort has also concealed itself behind
the giant boulders and lush old trees. Its entire building
adopts a Spanish recreational villa style, which features
the imagery of the mountain and the sea at its entrance.
The grandeur stature of the resort presents our foremost
sincere welcome for our visitors.
Tien Lai Resort & Spa fuses the immortal concepts
of heaven, earth, and human beings with its aesthetics to
form the most original philosophy of its design. Succinct,
modern designs together form the contemporary Natural
style which makes Tien Lai one of a kind and worth a
visit.

Tienlai's outdoor swimming pool

COUPON

European style room(Quadruple room)

Present this guidebook upon
check-in and get 10% off for
accommodation.
*This offer cannot be combined
with other discounts.

+886-2-2408-0400
+886-2-2408-0999
http://www.tienlai.com.tw
No.1-7, Mingliu Rd., Jinshan Dist., New Taipei
City 208
service@tienlai.com.tw
Special dinner - Mongolian BBQ
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Tienlai resort builds Taiwan's
largest outdoor Hot Spring

West Lake Resortopia
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan

Luckiness Square / Versailles Garden

Central
Taiwan

Miaoli County is full of nature and culture
resources in Taiwan, including the unique Hakka
culture and nostalgia ambience. West Lake
Resortopia, which is located in Miaoli County in
Taiwan, has been renowned for Tung Blossom
Festival. The European-style Resortopia not only
owns a wide diversity of accommodation, banquet
cuisine, rich nature and the Andersen fairy tale
theme park, but also devotes to preserve ecology
and promote environmental education activities.
In addition, it won the authentication from
Environmental Education Centre in July 2013 and
the title of premium tourist amusement park, which
is evaluated by Tourism Bureau over 20 years. At
the same time, it passed the ISO 9001 international
certification in 2010 to guarantee its high service
quality. Undoubtedly, West Lake Resortopia is the
Must-go resort for family trips. Come and enjoy our
best service, facilities and food. You will surely have
fun here.

Fireflies ( Luciola cerata Olivier )

Andersen Fairy Tale Scene Park

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-37-876699
+886-37-878088
http://www.westlake.com.tw/
No.11, Xihu, Sanyi Township, Miaoli County 367
westlake@westlake.com.tw

Southern
Taiwan

COUPON
Present this guidebook and get the following special offers:
1. Enjoy group price for entrance ticket.
2. 10% off for hotel service fee. (applicable for two rooms at most)
3. 10% off for restaurant service fee. (applicable for single expense
only)
* Applicable for individual guests only. (not for group guests, or guests
of corporate/marketing events and other business purposes)
*This offer cannot be combined with other discount or promotion
activities.

Cute characters and the Garden Chapel

Butterflies
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Ta Shee Blooming Oasis
Ta Shee Blooming Oasis, located right next to
Chiang Kai-shek and Chiang Ching-Kuo Cultural
Park, owns a 18-hectare garden which is considered
the largest European garden in northern Taiwan. In
this resort, tourists are able to experience an unique
exotic atmosphere. The beautiful garden is full of
various kinds of colorful flowers and plants for all
seasons, and also the habitat for Muller's Barbets and
blue magpie. In addition, Ta Shee Blooming Oasis
has been the pilgrimage of idol dramas; in fact, many
idol dramas were shot here. Even the international
renowned travel channel also gives special reports for
such a beautiful garden. With various entertainment,
DIY experiences and delicious food, Ta Shee
Blooming Oasis is definitely the most suitable spot
for you to take family or business trips, have a date,
and take wedding photos.

Abundant DIY activities such as lavender pillow, European-style sachet,
handmade biscuits, etc. are always available for our visitors

COUPON
Present this guidebook and
enjoy group price for entrance
ticket

+886--3-388-0801
+886--3-388-0651
http://www.tasheeblmn.com.tw
No.27, Ln. 1093, Sec. 1, Fuxing Rd., Daxi Township,
Taoyuan County 335
frida.kuo@ta-yung.com.tw

Colorful Field collages with plenty of colors

Visitors could feed and get close Van Gogh restaurant is a romantic
to lovable animals such as the place to relax and enjoy delicious
ponies, sheep and rabbits in the food for lunch and afternoon tea
Cowboy Pasture

The seasonal change of Rainbow Field landscape is the most famous tourist attraction in the Ta Shee Blooming Oasis
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Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

Cannes Wedding Photo Studio

Eastern
Taiwan

The Cannes wedding studio is a famous
wedding studio, operating since 1996 in Taiwan.
We have a creative team of photographers
who’ll bring out the best in you and skillful
make-up artists who’ll exert their magic. Our
team will make you the envy of everyone else.
We provide outstanding bridal photography
and unparallel service quality.
Cannes wedding studio is your best choose
and the only one you’ll ever need.
Cannes wedding making your wedding dream
come true!

COUPON
Present this guidebook and order a photographing
package, you will get one 3D wedding animated DVD
for free.

+886-2-2425-6968
+886-2-2428-0271
http://www.cannes-wedding.com
No.288, Xin 2nd Rd., Zhongzheng Dist.,
Keelung City 202
canneswedding@hotmail.com
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TaipeiEYE
TaipeiEYE, Home for Authentic Traditional
Chinese Performing Arts Where Eye-Opening CrossCultural Encounters Continue in Taiwan!
For Your Eyes Only, Creating Excellent Tourism in
the Spiritual Cultures.
What sets the performing artists here apart
from others is that when they walk away from the
proscenium stage, before and after the show and
during intermissions, they interact with the audience
in performing and non-performing roles, even in
the open make-up rooms and the photo areas. The
simultaneous trilingual translations in Chinese,
Japanese, Korean and English projected on both sides
of the stage make the audience quite comfortable
in understanding. By the way, the friendly people
in charge of the service all around the hall always
try their best to meet the audience's needs by way
of their verbal proficiency in Chinese, Japanese and
English as well. If you would like to enjoy a romantic
evening with the mystical local colors of the brilliant
international standard, please kindly do come to
TaipeiEYE. The show is on stage~!

+886-2-2568-2677
+886-2-2568-2335
http://www.taipeieye.com
No.113, Sec. 2, Zhongshan N. Rd., Zhongshan Dist.,
Taipei City 104
taieye@taipeieye.com
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Yeliu Scenic Area
(Yeliu Geopark)

Beautiful rock formations are
the main attractions at this
seaside scenic area, including
the famous Queen's Head, Fairy
Shoe, Earth Rock, and Elephant
Rock. Visitors can also watch a
dolphin and sea lion show at the
nearby Yeliu Ocean World.

Yingge

The pottery industry was
transplanted to Yingge around
the turn of the nineteenth
century by Wu An, a native of
Quanzhou in Fujian Province.
Today, Yingge is home to
dozens of ceramics factories
and shops, many of which can
be browsed along the town's
"Ceramics Street." Ceramic
galleries, studios, and distinctive
eateries further add to the
cultural atmosphere here.

Sanxia

Zushi Temple marks the heart of
this historic township. Visitors can
climb Yuanshan (Yuan Mountain),
walk the Changfu Bridge Trail,
and experience the town's local
specialty dishes and products. The
Li Mei-shu Memorial Gallery is
one of the top attractions here.
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Attractions in the
that impress you the
Except renowned Sun Moon Lake, the ecological beauty such
as Xitou and Shanlinxi scenic areas and the historic sites like
Lugang and Tainan in the central Taiwan will also impress you
dramatically.
Tourism and Travel Bureau,
Taichung City Government ..........................................76
Lihpao Land..................................................................77

Sun Link Sea Forest and Nature Resort .......................78
Chengpao Hotel ............................................................79

Freshfields Resort & Conference...................................80
Hotel Del Lago – Sun Moon Lake ...............................81
Hotel National...............................................................82

Hotel ONE Taichung ....................................................83

Jun Yue Hanging Garden Resort ..................................84
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central Taiwan
most
Le Midi Hotel Chitou...................................................85

Monster Villa Theme Hotel ........................................86
Tai-Yi Red Maple Resort ............................................87

The Lalu – Sun Moon Lake ........................................88
Tingtau Villa................................................................89
QingJing Farm ............................................................90

Bear Meets Moose B&B.............................................91
MuTianHsuan B&B ....................................................92

Old Five Guesthouse...................................................93
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Hot Spots
Park Lane by CMP

Sun Moon Lake, National Museum of Natural Science, National Taiwan Museum of Fine
Arts, Tunghai University, Jingming Shopping Area, Park Lane by CMP, Taichung Folklore
Park, Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village, Houli Race Course, Guguan Scenic Area,
Daxueshan National Forest Recreation Area, Puli, Lugang, etc.

Park Lane by CMP is a recent addition
to Taichung's cultural and shopping
scene. The department store has
an exterior green wall that blends
seamlessly with the 20-meter-high
green wall in the building's atrium,
creating a veritable three-dimensional
garden. Boutique stores, restaurants
and a bookstore can all be enjoyed in
this new cultural landmark in Taichung.
Meanwhile, Taichung has popularized
teahouses in Taiwan, and the city's
Chun Shui Tang nearby Park Lane
by CMP led the way in transforming
tea into a cultural experience. This
traditionally decorated teahouse serves
an array of inventive tea beverages. It
is also the birthplace of pearl milk tea.
inventive tea beverages. It is also the
birthplace of pearl milk tea.
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Jingming Shopping Area

Encompassing the Jingming 1st
Street and Dadun shopping areas,
this commercial district is home to
some of Taichung's most distinctive
shops, restaurants, and bars,
including the al fresco eateries and
theme cafés along Jingcheng Road
and Daye Road.

National Museum of
Natural Science

The National Museum of Natural
Science has a number of interactive
exhibits on themes ranging from the
life sciences to the environment. The
museum's animated Tyrannosaurus
rex model is a particular favorite
with kids. You can also learn more
about Taiwan's ecology at the
museum's Botanical Garden.

Tunghai
University

Tunghai University's
expansive campus is
lush with the greenery
of flowers, trees, and
carpet-like lawns.
The school's spiritual
landmark is Luce
Chapel. Designed by
Chinese-American
architect I.M. Pei,
this beautiful church
has a dramatic form
suggestive of an
overturned sailboat.

Formosan
Aboriginal
Culture Village

The Formosan
Aboriginal Culture
Village presents the
culture of Taiwan's
major indigenous
peoples through their
architecture, art, song
and dance. Visitors can
also enjoy the seasonal
beauties by cable car
during the park's annual
cherry blossom festival.

Puli

TLocated a short distance from Sun
Moon Lake, Puli is famous for its
"good water, good climate, fine wine,
and good women." Other attractions
in the township include the Puli
Paper Factory, Puli Winery, Longnan
Lacquer Arts Museum, Muh Sheng
Museum of Entomology, and New
Era Stone Sculpture Park.
【Nearby Attraction】

Puli Winery

Puli Shaoxing wine is made from
select Penglai rice, glutinous rice,
wheat and Ailan Spring water, and
matured for two to seven years. The
winery has also developed a variety
of shaoxing snacks that are worth a
try.

Lugang

Lugang was once the second-largest city
in Taiwan. Many century-old historic
sites have been preserved here, among
them Tianhou Temple, Longshan
Temple, Wenwu Temple, Nine-Turns
Lane, and the Old Street area. Folk arts
and local specialty foods, such as mantis
shrimp, oyster omelets, seasoned millet
mush, and Taiwanese meatballs, further
add to the reasons to visit Lugang.
【Nearby Attraction】

Wu Dun-hou Lantern Store

Master lantern-maker Wu Dun-hou
is one of Taiwan's living national
treasures. His traditional paper lanterns
have earned a strong reputation for their
unique colors, designs, shapes, and
functionality, and are often presented as
gifts to visiting foreign dignitaries.
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Preserved Sculpture

Tourism and Travel Bureau,
Taichung City Government
Welcome to Taichung City
Calligraphy Greenway

The Calligraphy Greenway, extending from the
Citizens’ Plaza, north to the National Museum of
Natural Science and south to the National Taiwan
Museum of Fine Arts, is a 3.6km long green walkway.
This Greenway not only attracts visitors to both
museums but also becomes a charming stronghold
for domestic and foreign tourists. Other than the
stylish Calligraphy Greenway itself and the artistic
ambiance, there are quite a few exotic restaurants,
Chinmei Eslite, Citizens’ Plaza, as well as creative arts
and crafts stores, which are all worth visitors coming
and savoring. Strollers on these passageways will
encounter the unexpected, as though they were visiting
museums. They will discover the arts in every corner
of the Calligraphy Greenway and while savoring those
artistic and cultural spaces enjoy the merriment and
experience a humane life style.

Arrival Plaza

Citizen Plaza

Gazebo
+886-4-25152584
+886-4-25251621
http://travel.taichung.gov.tw/index.asp
5F., No.36, Yangming St., Fengyuan Dist.,
Taichung City 420
tct2585@gmail.com

Taichung City Government, Tourism and Travel Bureau, AD.
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Forest for reading

Old House

Lihpao Land

Gravity Max, the first off-track roller coaster falls in the world, will let
you experience falling down a 168-foot lift hill with high speed

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

International theater show

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

International A-class Karting
+886-4-2558-6088
arena is coming in 2014.
+886-4-2558-3489
http:// www.lihpaoland.com.tw
No.8, Furong Rd., Houli Dist., Taichung City 421
info_1@yamay.com.tw

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Lihpao Land, located in the center of Taiwan, is the
first twin theme park in Asia that combines the Mala Bay
Water Park and the Exploration Amusement Park.
Exploration Amusement Park is the best spot for
a family tour including a magical fairy castle filled
with gorgeous landscaping and containing three main
area -- POPA Happiness Kingdom, Magic Forest, and
Adventure Heaven. Gravity Max, the first off-track roller
coaster falls in the world, will let you experience falling
down a 168-foot lift hill with high speed; a journey to
adventure that you wouldn't want to miss!
Mala Bay, the water park full of exotic tropical
atmosphere, attracts large numbers of tourists every year.
The most popular facility, Big Wave, with its artificial
waves will bring you an illusion of a vast ocean.
Big Wave is the adoption of the world's most
advanced technology which is able to create waves up to
110 meters in width and length.
Experiment with the accelerator, brake and kart
settings …. The International A-class Karting Arena is
coming in 2014.
Enjoy all the attractions, shows and seasonal offerings
all year round!

Big Wave is the adoption of the world's most advanced technology
which is able to create waves up to 110 meters in width and length.

Lihpao Land.
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Sun-Link-Sea Hotel

Sun-Link-Sea Forest and Nature Resort
Dream Wonderland
With an altitude of about 1600 meters, Sun Link Sea
year-round misty landscape are renowned for its green sea
of trees, cool climate, quality accommodation and resort
facilities. The park is suitable for forest bathing, breathing
fresh breeze and hiking. The most recommended attractions
in the park include waterfalls, caves, flowers, sea of clouds,
sunsets, etc. Abundant natural resources, seasonal scenes,
beautiful blossoms and wildlife welcome you to experience
the most spectacular views of Sun Link Sea.

Songlong Rock Fall

COUPON
Present this guidebook,
you can get 40% off on
weekdays and 10% off on
holidays(including tickets,
accommodation and breakfast).
•Groups not applicable.
•Should not be used during the
Spring Festival.
•Cannot be combined with
other promotions.

+886-49-261-1217
+886-49-261-1226
http://www.goto307.com.tw
No.6, Xishan Rd., Zhushan Township, Nantou County 557
sun.ls@msa.hinet.net
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Peony

Chengpao Hotel
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Chengpao Hotel is the biggest and the most
outstanding hotel in Nantou. It is located in the
popular tourist area of central Taiwan. With its
convenient traffic location, Chengpao Hotel soon
becomes a new landmark in Puli Town, Nantou.
Accompanied with modern facilities, hospitality, and
thoughtful services, Chengpao Hotel is suitable for
everyone to take a relaxing vacation here.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

+886-49-290-3333
+886-49-290-3456
http://www.chengpao.com.tw
No.299, Zhongxiao Rd., Puli Township,
Nantou County 545
hotelinn@ms32.hinet.net
Chengpao Hotel

Eastern
Taiwan

Family suite

Standard double room

Suite

Swimming pool with Spa facilities
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Freshfields Resort & Conference
Dadushan in Taichung has been the place nearest
to starry sky and clouds in the seashore plain. In
the daytime, you can enjoy the most convenient hot
spring in central Taiwan, fine foods, natural views
and mountain breeze. At night, you can look up the
starry sky and overlook the night view of Taichung to
experience the glamorous night scene.
Freshfields Resort & Conference is the only 5 star hot
spring resort in central Taiwan. Be our guests and enjoy
pleasant stay at Freshfields with accompanying views of
green mountain, starry sky, morning sun, splendid night
scenes, and hot spring. It takes only 10 minutes to drive
here from highway and Taichung Station of THSR.
Visitors can also make use of our pickup service at fixed
time and locations. Freshfields is definitely your best
choice for business trips as well as vocational trips.

Asian Fusion

Hot spring pool

Lobby
+886-04-2382-9888
+886-04-2382-6888
http://www.freshfields.com.tw
No.2, Wenquan Rd., Wuri Dist., Taichung City 414
www.freshfields.com.tw

Freshfields Taichung
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Double room

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Hotel Del Lago–Sun Moon Lake

Hotel Del Lago–Sun Moon Lake

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

Hotel Del Lago is conveniently situated at the most
crowded commercial district of Sun Moon Lake,
where many restaurants that sell local specialties
and souvenir shops congregate; in addition, Sun
Moon Lake is located right behind the hotel with
Shuishe Pier only 50 meter away. With its excellent
geographical location, the hotel is the only one in
the Sun Moon Lake area that offers a panoramic
view for watching Sun Moon Lake’s morning mist,
breath-taking dusk, far-stretching mountains and
kaleidoscopic sky. All rooms are equipped with a
32” LCD TV. All lake-view rooms are equipped with
an outdoor balcony so guests may enjoy Sun Moon
Lake’s breath-taking beauty along with other great
sceneries.

3F- Lobby

COUPON

Present this guidebook and
get 35% off on the Rack Rate
extended for room reservation
during weekday. Each room
also offers bonus NT$500
dining voucher.(Valid for food
and beverage consumption
during your staying at hotel
and subject to change without
prior notice.)

+886-49-285-6688
+886-49-285-6463
http://www.dellago.com.tw
No.101, Zhongshan Rd., Yuchi Township,
Nantou County 555
dellago@dellago.com.tw

1F- Restaurant

Lakeview
shower
room

Lakeview room
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Hotel National
Hotel National is located in the bustling commercial
area of Taichung. It has 178 stylish deluxe guest rooms,
four premium Chinese and Western restaurants, as well
as the foremost banquet spaces. All these have been
remodeled in 2011 and ready to offer you an all-new,
unforgettable hotel experience.
Hotel National is adjacent to Calligraphy Greenway,
National Museum of Natural Science, Taichung
Botanical Garden, SOGO Taichung and Park Lane by
CMP. Elegant greenness, urban convenience and cultural
atmosphere all together make Hotel National the most
representative hotel in Taichung.

2F Cafe - Buffet restaurant

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in
and get one free beverage voucher (one
free beverage / per room). The offer is
valid till Dec. 31, 2014.

4F Fame Hall - Shanghai cuisine

C:20
+886-4-2321-3111
+886-4-2321-3124
http://www.hotel-national.com.tw
No.57, Guanqian Rd., West Dist.,
Taichung City 403
sales@ hotel-national.com.tw

白時

Hotel National is adjacent to Calligraphy Greenway in Taichung
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C:0

Classic suite

M:30

M:0

Y:60

Y:0

K:10

K:70

Modern grill-46F Top of ONE

Relax-indulge in the 29F Lounge ONE

Northern
Taiwan

Keep connected-stay in touch

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Cuisine Sans Frontiers - 28F IN Restaurant

Central
Taiwan

Hotel ONE Taichung
Southern
Taiwan

Hotel ONE Taichung
“Stylish Living & Fun Travel Trends”
Experience the ultimate travel experience

Eastern
Taiwan

Hotel ONE, with magnificent city views, is located
in the upper floors of the Taichung Tower. Our 202
contemporary designed guest rooms and suites feature
a unique multi-functional workstation designed for
fast, no-hassle fingertip communication. A 42-inch
LED TV, with multi-channel surround-sound that
connects directly to your iPhone,iPad and iPod. In
addition, a laser printer and wifi connection provide
those extra touches that make Hotel ONE the ONE
and ONLY. Besides, we also offer fusion cuisine and
exotic specialties to enthrall and excite. You can ignite
your taste buds with modern grill US Prime beef at
Top of ONE, enjoy the cuisine sans frontiers at IN
Restaurant, relax and indulge at Lounge ONE, have a
joyful weddings and events at Banquet Room, or taste
the gourmet delights at Liz GASTRONOMIE. Just
experiences the very best of the culinary arts at Hotel
ONE.

+886-4-2303-1234
+886-4-3702-6666
http://www.hotelone.com.tw
No.532, Yingcai Rd., West Dist., Taichung City 403
service@hotelone.com.tw
Hotel ONE
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Jun Yue Hanging Garden Resort
JunYue Hanging Garden Resort is just one-minute
walk from QingJing Veterans Farm. With its slanting
roof and wooden windows, the architecture of this
resort is distinctly European-style. Here you can enjoy
magnificent views, featuring the mountains of Ho-Huan
and Chilai in a wide mountaintop panorama. Clouds and
mists from the valley rise and roll over the mountains all
the time. The amazing beauty always draw your eyes.
JunYue Hanging Garden Resort provides very
comfortable accommodations and the most beautiful
scenery in the QingJing area in all seasons: the carpet
of flowers in spring, the unbeatable clear blue sky in
summer, and the spectacular snow scenes of Ho-Huan
Mountain in winter. Not to mention you can savor
the sunrise and sunset views all the time. Even the air
is incredibly fresh and clean. You should come and
experience the beauty of QingJing by yourself.

Jun Yue lights up the night

Springtime at Jun Yue

+886-49-280-3388
+886-49-280-3311
http://www.junyue.com.tw
No.228, Renhe Rd., Ren'ai Township,
Nantou County 546
jun.yue@msa.hinet.net
Even snow can be seen in Jun Yue

Sunrise over the mountains
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Beautiful walking paths around the resort

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Le Midi Hotel Chitou

Southern
Taiwan

The Chitou Le Midi Hotel is named after French
LEMIDI, which imply to realize the dream of
creating a vacation resort in catering to health,
recreation, arts, taste, and intimate service in Taiwan.
The hotel was built in Chitou, a place with rich
original precious forests, various subtropical trees,
refreshing Phytoncide, and valuable ecological
resources. The hotel is even built to fit in with the
original valley terrain, which makes the Lemidi Hotel
become an unique mountain resort in Taiwan.

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-49-261-2222
+886-49-261-2000
http://www.lemidi-hotel.com.tw
No.1, Miti St., Lugu Township,
Nantou County 558
services@lemidi-hotel.com.tw
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Monster Villa Theme Hotel
Xitou Monster Village, a Japanese-style village
located at the entrance of Xitou Nature Education
Area. Throughout the village, you will find various
sculptures of monster statues and interesting
animated costume characters worn by villagers.
Abundance of colorful red lanterns are hung on many
structures throughout the village. It looks spectacular
at night. As walking through the village, you will
come across posted yellow signs say "Watch out
for Kumar", which is a name given to a Formosan
black bear. Even though this kind of bear has not
appeared in a long time, the signs are still there in
memory of it. Moreover, Kumar has even become the
village’s mascot. Xitou Monster Village is one of the
properties of Monster Villa Theme Hotel (Ming Shan
Resort), Kubota Bakery, and theme restaurants. When
you visit Xitou, be sure to make plans and visit our
village. All the monsters are waiting for your coming!

+886-49-261-2121
+886-49-261-2219
http://www.mingshan.com.tw
No.2-3, Xingchan Rd., Lugu Township, Nantou County 558
mingshan@mingshan.com.tw
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Tai-Yi Red Maple Resort
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan

Tai-Yi Red Maple Resort is a four star international
hotel. We have received the license of Muslim Friendly
Restaurant certification. The resort owns 40,000 square
meter of lush verdant gardens and provides 104 villa
suites and guest rooms. The rooms types include Hot
spring, Bungalow and Flower Lodge. Come and get
immersed in the flower world with Flora Temple,
Butterly Sancturay, Spa, Spring, Happiness Flowers
Fields, etc. It really nice! You are welcomed to visit us
for an eco-forest vacation. Three different restaurants
type are provided too, including Southern Garden
Restaurant, Floating Restaurant and Flower Café. All
of them provide typical local dishes and special floral
meals for your tasting pleasure.

Stay in flowery tavern and experience a LOHAS journey.

Southern
Taiwan

+886-49-299-7848
+886-49-290-0037
http:// www.taiifarm.com
No.176, Sec. 1, Zhongshan Rd.,
Puli Township, Nantou County 545

Red Maple Boutique Hotel- One bed room with a Japanese style

Eastern
Taiwan

Present this guidebook and you
can get 30% off on accommodation
from Sunday to Friday , 10%
off on Saturday, and 10% off on
dinning(not applicable to more
than 10 persons and consumption
items such as beverage, banquet
and meeting).
Notes:
*The discount applies to summer
(7/1 to 8/31) period but does not
apply to Lunar New Year and
special holidays.
*One guidebook is applicable
to two rooms at most and is not
applicable to groups.
*The discount cannot be used with
other special offers together.

Central
Taiwan

COUPON
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熱誠服務的專業團隊
The Lalu Entrance - The upside-down L-shaped teak rain shade is everyone's first impression of The Lalu

The Lalu -- Sun Moon Lake
The Lalu located in the heart of central Taiwan - Sun
Moon Lake’s Lalu Peninsula. In the past, the building
served as Chiang Kai Shek’s travel accommodation.
The Lalu’s architectural design centre on the themes of
utmost simplification of Zen style and is constructed
with four major building materials of wood, stone,
glass and iron. Its unique “Ongoing Style” of
architecture. The Lalu overlooks the tranquil waters
of Sun Moon Lake. Surrounded by green landscapes
and aquamarine waters, the resort offers a secluded
getaway set amidst natural wonders.

The Courtyard Pool Villa has a spacious
living room, fireplace, dining room and a 12
meter long private, temperature-controlled
swimming pool

+886-49-285-5311
+886-49-285-5312
http://www.thelalu.com.tw
No. 142, Jungshing Road, Yuchr Shiang, Nanyou 55548
lalu@thelalu.com.tw
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Outdoor temperature-controlled swimming pool - At 60 meters long,
the water connects to the sky, and the sky to the water. It is one of the
most popular features of The Lalu

Tingtau Villa
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Cottage decorated with a Chinese style

Northern
Taiwan

The buildings of Tingtau Villa were constructed
by the owner himself. Guest rooms are designed in
Chinese style and made of the local bamboos. Tingtau
Villa tries to create an unique and cozy homestay and
makes our guests feel recreational and relaxed while
staying here. Meanwhile, Tingtau Villa is certified by
“Taiwan Host” and “SGS,” which will ensure your
stay safe and sound.
The nearby attractions of Tingtau Villa include
Xitou Nature Education Area and Monster Village. Sun
Moon Lake is also only one-hour drive from Tingtau.
When seasons change, the guests can experience all
kinds of interesting activities here.

Central
Taiwan

Luxurious Lovers’
Cottage designed with enormous passion

Southern
Taiwan

There are many attractions around
Tingtau Villa for you to explore

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-49-275-5677
+886-49-275-4857
http://www.tingtau.com.tw
No.1-12, Aixiang Rd., Lugu Township,
Nantou County 558
tingtau@tingtau.com.tw
Dinning hall is a place for you to have a bite of every local delicacy

A leisurable yard for you to relax
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QingJing Farm
Founded in 1961, QingJing Farm is only 8-km far from
the north of Wushe township in central Taiwan. The farm is
surrounded by many recreation spots, including Puli Chung
Tai Chan Monastery, Sun-Moon Lake, Lushan hot spring,
Auwanta, Tsuefeng, Wuling(the highest point of Taiwan's
highway), and Mt. Hehuan. Due to the surrounding mist all
year round, the farm earns itself the name “Foggy Eden.”
The farm provides “sheep show” performance on
holidays. A shepherd from New Zeland will show the
audience how to herd and shear sheep; his lively and funny
presentation always arouses enthusiastic applause among
audience. One Outer Mongolia horsemanship team also
presents their excellent show in Pasturage pastoral areas
every day and brings the audience a great trill.
With fresh air and blooming flowers, QingJing Guest
House, a three-star hotel, has 8 well-planned room types
which is able to give you quite different experiences every
time you stayed. In addition, Steak House is renowned for its
juicy steak while Chinese Restaurant is also well-known for
its Baiyi-style meals. Just come and immerse yourself in the
fresh air, fine foods and beautiful scenery in Qingjing Farm.

Qingjing Guest House

Sheep show

COUPON

+886-49-280-2748
+886-49-280-2203
http://www.cingjing.gov.tw/
No.170, Renhe Rd., Ren’
ai Township,
Nantou County 546

Present this guidebook
and get the following special
offers:
1.Enjoy group price for
entrance ticket of The Green
Green Grasslands all the time.
2.30% off on QingJing Guest
House's accommodation
during weekdays and 10 off
during holidays (some room
types will provide extra tea
time meals).
3.The above offers are valid
till Dec. 31, 2014 and not
applicable to winter vacation,
summer vacation and
consecutive holidays.

Outer Mongolia horsemanship

Shepherd and sheep

The Green Green Grasslands
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Central
Taiwan

Bear Meets Moose B&B

Southern
Taiwan

Bear Meets Moose B&B is located in Nantou, the
middle of Taiwan, and near Sun Moon Lake National
Scenic Area and Qingjing Farm. Locating in Taomi
Eco-Village, numerous butterflies, frogs, beetles,
fireflies can be watched in different seasons. The
surrounding ecological resources are rich. It would
be the best choice of lodging for you to get close to
nature, to relax and enjoy the trip. Every guest room
is mainly designed with wooden material and delicate
decoration, which will make you feel like at home,
even better! Moreover, handmade gourmet is also
one of the things that you won't want to miss here.
By combing local ingredient and hosts’ expertise,
handmade jam, cookies, desserts, and gorgeous
breakfast are well prepared for our guests. We are
sincerely welcome you to visit Bear Meets Moose
B&B to experience an unforgettable journey with us.

Eastern
Taiwan

COUPON
Present this guidebook
upon check-in and get
complimentary Sun
Moon Lake ferry tickets
for free (one ticket for
one guest).

+886-952-450-226
http://bear.okgo.tw;
https://www.facebook.com/BearMeetsMoose
No.5-8, Taomi Ln., Puli Township, Nantou County 545
gpeko22@gmail.com
Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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MuTianHsuan B&B
MuTianHsuan is a family-run B&B in Xinshe,
Taichung. Here in MuTianHsuan, we own an area up
to 10 thousand square feet and spend nearly 20 years to
run the place. There are plentiful ecological resources,
flowers, fruits and activities of rural leisure here. You are
welcome to spend a day or a week here for a vacation
and make yourself at home. Slow down your step, you
will find the beauty of MuTianHsuan. Our Chinese name
" 木 佃 軒 " means that the place is surrounded by trees,
flowers and natural scenery. MutianHsuan can definitely
brings you the beauty of nature and the feeling of being
home.

Eological park

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in
and get the following special offers:
1. Free afternoon tea for one
person.
2. NT$200 off on accommodation.
Notes:
* Each guidebook is valid for only one
time and applicable to only one room.
* The above offers are valid till Dec. 31,
2014.

Flower Festival

Front Yard

+886-4-2581-0777
+886-4-2581-3385
http://www.mdss.com.tw
No.9, Ln. 6, Sec. 1, Zhonghe St., Xinshe Dist.,
Taichung City 426
tootyaya@hotmail.com
Family room with individual balcony and bathtub

Honey moon cabin.tif
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Taiwan

Old Five Guesthouse

Old Five Guesthouse

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

Surrounded by mountains, Old Five Guesthouse
provides a tranquil respite from the rustle and bustle
of city living. Situated by the river in Shang-an
village, Old Five is a comfortable as well as ecofriendly guesthouse.
The house's décor makes use of natural wood
and shows unique architectural features of the Tang
Dynasty. While staying here, you will have our
famous handmade steamed bread for breakfast and
special savor meals for dinner. Our homemade jams,
vinegars, fruit preserves, wine and organic products
such as coffee and honey are also renowned.
In the morning, you will be woken up by the calls
of roosters; then you can join the tours of surrounding
fruit and mushroom farms. At night, take a walk to
watch fireflies dancing amidst the bushes and prawns
swimming only in the dark. Come and indulge
yourself in the beauty of Mother Nature and the
tranquil vacation in Old Five Guesthouse.

Fruit picking

Surrounding scenery

+886-49-282-1005
Food and beverage
+886-49-282-1046
http://www.oldfive.com.tw
No.29, Futian Rd., Shuili Township, Nantou County 553
old821005@gmail.com
Guest room
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Attractions in the
with the charm of harbor
Love River, Xiziwan Bay, and Kending, Harbors in the
southern Taiwan unfold different charm of waterfront views for
you to experience. So is the passion and hospitality of people
in the southern country.
Taiwan Studio City........................................................98

Wanpi World Safari Zoo ...............................................99
85 Sky Tower Hotel ....................................................100

Chao Li Alishan House...............................................101

Château Beach Resort Kenting...................................102
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southern Taiwan
views
Nest Hotel .................................................................108
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Tayih Landis Hotel Tainan........................................110

TSC Jainshanpi Jiangnan Resort ..............................111
Wenpin Hotel, Kaohsiung.........................................112
YoHo Beach Resort...................................................113
Tsou-Ma-Lai Farm ....................................................114

Alishan YunMinGi B&B...........................................115
Orange Moon Inn ......................................................116
Red Garden Resort ....................................................117
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Hot Spots
Love River

Alishan, Port of Kaohsiung, Love River, former British Consulate at Takao, Tianhou
Temple, Xizi Bay Scenic Area, Chengching Lake, Qijin, Dream Mall, Kending, Tainan,
Kimen, Penghu, etc.

Once just a shallow channel
running through Kaohsiung,
the Love River was dredged
to create a canal for river
transportation. At night the view
here is especially beautiful, with
colorfully illuminated bridges
over the river and the lights of
the surrounding skyscrapers.
There are plenty of open-air
cafés along the river when you
can take a break and enjoy the
view with an espresso.
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Xizi Bay Scenic Area

Situated at the west side of
Kaohsiung, Xizi Bay Scenic Area
is known for its beautiful sunsets,
swimming beach, and historic sites.
Sun Yat-sen University and the
former British Consulate at Takao
(now a café and museum) further
add to the cultural ambiance of this
area.

Qijin

From Xizi Bay, you can take the
Qijin Ferry to Qijin Island, the
birthplace of Kaohsiung. The area
from the old street behind Tianhou
Temple to Qijin Lighthouse is
a good place to experience the
island's historic past and feast on the
delicious local seafood.

Dream Mall

This mall sprawls over an area
of five hectares and reflects
Kaohsiung's maritime links
with its whale-like facade. The
rooftop Ferris wheel rises to a
height of 102.5 meters, offering
a good vantage of Kaohsiung's
coastal landscape. In addition to
brand-name boutiques, a food
court, the Chi Mei Museum,
Old is New, and other cultural
attractions are located at the
mall.

Historic Tainan

The modern history of Taiwan
begins in Tainan: formerly the
prefectural seat of the island and an
early outpost for Japanese pirates,
European traders, and immigrants
from Fujian and Guangzhou. This
was also the South Pacific base of
the Dutch and the site of Cheng
Cheng-kung's "King's Fort." This
rich history can be explored at the
Dutch-built Chikan Tower (Fort
Provintia) and Anping Fort (though
little of the original buildings
remains), Taiwan's oldest Confucius
Temple, the Sacrificial Rites Martial
Temple, and "Taiwan's First Street
(Yanping Old Street). Make sure to
also enjoy the city's delicious snacks.

Kending

Kending is home to Taiwan's first and
largest tropical botanical garden. There
is also a large forest, pastures, and a
beach for all types of water and land
activities. And when you're feeling
hungry, plenty of delicious treats await
along Kending Road.
【Nearby Attraction】

Eluanbi Lighthouse

Built in 1882, Eluanbi Lighthouse
marks the southern tail of Taiwan at
Eluanbi Park. The tower base has a
gun emplacement, embrasures, and
surrounding moat, making this one
of the few fortified lighthouses in the
world.

Kinmen

A Bird-watching
pilgrimage site for bird
lovers, a food paradise of
Fujian cuisine and seafood
for gourmets, a treasury
of Minnan historic houses
and western-style buildings
for scholars, and a must-go
place for lovers of Kaoliang
spirit(Kaoliang sorghum
liquor), Kinmen reveals
diverse faces to visitors
with its abundant natural
resources and historic
remains from war years.
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Taiwan Studio City
As one of Taiwan’s must-see attractions, Taiwan
Studio Culture City, formerly known as the “White
River Studios,” is Taiwan's largest film studio. Since
its construction in 1991, hundreds of TV series has
been produced here, including most of the Taiwanese
dramas you’ve seen on TV. On the studio grounds,
you can catch a glimpse of movie celebrities or pose
for pictures in costumes as you relish in cinematic
nostalgia. Walking on stilts and performing your own
hand puppet show are interesting activities you can
participate. You can also enjoy the view while dining
at the studio’s restaurant, visit the conference hall, or
tour our old-style ranch.

COUPON
Present this guidebook
and get the chance to wear a
costume at Taiwan Studio City
for free. Note that participants
must use their own cameras to
take photos.

+886-6-684-0169
+886-6-685-4490
http://movie.okgo.tw; http://olden.okgo.tw/
No.21~6, Liuchongxi, Baihe Dist., Tainan City 732
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Wanpi World Safari Zoo
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
The most two popular mascots in Wanpi World Safari Zoo, Di Di&
Mei Mei, are waiting for your coming

Northern
Taiwan

Wanpi World Safari Zoo is located in Tainan City
of southern Taiwan. The most marvelous thing to
tourists is that they can easily see almost 300 kinds of
animals, including alpaca, penguin, elephant, giraffe,
capabara, komodo dragon, Mikado Pheasant, etc., and
also interact with them. Meanwhile, the zoo designs
three kinds of animal shows which can not only touch
your heart but also feed you with knowledge of those
animals. In addition, in the Naughty Paradise held by
the zoo, six kinds of amusement are included to create
a fun time and great memories for your vacation. Want
to know more about Wanpi World Safari Zoo? We are
welcome your visit.

Central
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

+886-6-781-0000
+886-6-781-0460
http://www.wanpi.com.tw
No.75-25, Dingzhou, Xuejia Dist., Tainan City 726
L7810000@ms38.hinet.net

Zebra is the expert of ecological balance in African grasslands

Southern
Taiwan

Is it dragon ? No. Komodo dragon,
coming from Indonesian islands of
Komodo, is the largest lizard in the
world

Capybara, coming from South America, likes to go to a hot spring

Giraffe is the tallest living terrestrial animal and the symbol of mascot in East Asian culture
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85 Sky Tower Hotel

85 Sky Tower Hotel
85 Sky Tower Hotel (The Splendor Kaohsiung)
features 585 spacious and comfortable guestrooms;
the elegant spatial design and convenient, luxurious
facilities accentuate your prestige. A myriad of room
types are available to cater to different requirements,
making 85 Sky Tower Hotel (The Splendor Kaohsiung)
the perfect choice for business or family trips.
Our guests all feel right at home with the refined
services, ultimate pampering, exquisite cuisine and
tasteful recreation of the 85 Sky Tower Hotel (The
Splendor Kaohsiung), the landmark of Kaohsiung.
Outside the window, the charming ocean capital and
the majestic view of Kaohsiung Harbor are just right
there; the elegant landscapes allow our guests to roam
freely in their spiritual garden.

38F Teppanyaki

77F Palace Club

Junior suite

+886-7-566-8000
+886-7-566-8080
http://www.85sky-tower.com
37-85F, No. 1, Tzu-Chiang 3rd Rd, Lingya Dist.,
Kaohsiung 802
reservation@85sky-tower.com
Deluxe room
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Chao Li Alishan House
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Lobby

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Alishan House is a holiday hotel with a long history
which is rich in cultural connotations.
The Modern Bldg is just completed, so the hotel
now stands at 139 guest rooms which mix modern
style and retro style. the newly-built Modern Bldg also
casts a glamour over the Historical Bldg.
The hotel owns 5-star facilities and provides stone
spa and massage service. We look forward to be
guest's best relaxing and stopping place. When you
visit Alishan, our hotel is your best choice. We provide
all facilities you need, fivestar level service. Besides,
we have the most beautiful
n i g h t v i e w h e r e . We
believe that you will have a
wonderful memory with us.

Restaurant

Southern
Taiwan

Souvenir shop

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-5-267-9811
+886-5-267-9596
http://www.alishanhouse.com.tw
No.16, Xianglin Village, Alishan Township,
Chiayi County 605
service@alishanhouse.com.tw
Twin room in Modern Bldg

7F Hanging garden
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Cha^teau Beach Resort Kenting
An iconic 5-star resort with 2.8 km long and
exclusive use of one Asia’s best beaches, sitting
majestically within a national park of outstanding
nature beauty.
295 rooms extends
across 3 individually style
buildings, which create a
more diverse resort and
offer a wide variety of
accommodation options to
suit all tastes.

Seaside pools with gorgeous view laying right next to the beach

In Azure Spa, free your body and
remove your stress
Surrounded by the mountain and ocean views, Royal Suite offers a spacious and
private stay to you

+886-8-886-2345
+886-8-886-2222
http://www.ktchateau.com.tw
No.451, Kenting Rd., Hengchun Township,
Pingtung County 946
service@ktchateau.com.tw

With golden sunshine, blue ocean, and white shining waves, a romantic
beach wedding is coming up in Chateau

Either participating in the exciting ocean activities, or just relaxing on the beach, here in Chateau you can find a tropical paradise
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Taiwan

E-DA Skylark Hotel

E-DA Skylark Hotel

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

E-DA Skylark Hotel is located in E-DA World. The
European-style building shows British neo-classical
and elegant appearance. There are 358 guest rooms,
including superior rooms, deluxe rooms, and skylark
family rooms. All rooms have viewing windows with
great vision for our guests to slow down their steps,
relax and enjoy the leisure time.
There are E-DA buffet restaurant, Skylark coffee
shop, Garden restaurant, and Multi-functional
conference rooms in the hotel. All conference rooms
have professional equipment and could be changed
to hold private parties or other kinds of activities
according to different requirement. E-DA Skylark
Hotel provides high quality service, well environment,
and delicious dishes; it will be the best choice for your
vacation.

Conference room

E-DA buffet restaurant

Superior twin room

+886-7-656-8000
+886-7-656-8288
http://www.edaskylark.com.tw
No.100, Yida 8th St., Dashu Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 840
service@edaskylark.com.tw
Skylark coffee shop
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Han-Hsien International Hotel
Located on Siwei Road across from the Kaohsiung
City Hall, the five-star Han-Hsien International Hotel
offers 42-stories of accommodation where even the
most seasoned traveler will encounter a harmonious
blend of luxury and personal charm without a hint of
ostentation. It is conveniently located just 15 minutes
from the Kaohsiung International Airport. All of the
Han-Hsien International Hotel's 311 guest rooms
and suites have a beautiful architectural design and
bright, transparent glass, which make the hotel look
magnificent and elegant. The magnificent ambience
of the hotel's rooms and state-of-the-art facilities,
together with the warmest of service will ensure
the comfort of your stay. This popular hotel will
entice you in a way no other can and will be your
first destination whenever you visit Kaohsiung, the
promising city of tomorrow.

Lobby

Panoramic King guestroom

Hna-Hsien International
+886-7-332-2000
Hotel
+886-7-336-1600
http://www.han-hsien.com.tw
No.33, Siwei 3rd Rd., Lingya Dist., Kaohsiung City 802
hhih.hotel@msa.hinet.net

40F Chinese Sky restaurant
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Swimming pool
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Taiwan

Urban Hotel 33

Urban Hotel 33

Eastern
Taiwan

ˊ
Urban Cafe
é

Southern
Taiwan

The Urban Hotel33 is affiliated with the HanHsien Hospitality Co. It is in the heart of Kaohsiung
commercial district, and located a mere 15~25 minutes
away from the Taiwan Railway Station and airport. It
is also adjacent to the KRTC. Urban Hotel33 features
modern designed Elegance Section and Chic Section.
With 167 guest rooms, a business entertainment center,
conference room, restaurant and other facilities, our
five-star international hotel provides the finest quality
and superior service to both our business travelers
and tourists from around the world. Our attentive and
caring hospitality makes
you feel right at home.

Lobby

Elegance Section - Budget Single

+886-7-222-1333
+886-7-223-3800
http://www.han-hsien.com.tw
No.33, Minzu 2nd Rd., Xinxing Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 800
urban-hotel33@hanhsien.com.tw
Entertainment Center
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Fennel Resort
Fennel Resort is the best-known tourist resort
in Sichong river hot spring area. Sichong river
hot spring area is located in Checheng Township,
Pingtung County. The Sodium Bicarbonate spring
here is a sort of mineral water with excellent quality.
In fact, Sichongxi hot spring and the other three hot
springs, Yangmingshan, Beitou, and Guanziling hot
springs, have been considered to be the major four
hot springs in Taiwan.
Fennel Resort owns both unique features of ocean
culture and hot spring. It takes only about 30 minutes
to drive to Kenting and National Museum of Marine
Biology & Aquarium. Meanwhile, Fennel Resort
provides our guests with traditional local cuisine. Come
to enjoy the blue sky and wonderful hot spring with us,
and make your Greek-style vacation come true!

COUPON
Present this guidebook
and get 10% off on our
hot spring SPA.(The
holiday is not suitable)

+886-8-882-4900
+886-8-882-5490
http://www.fennel.com.tw
No.1-16, Damei Rd., Mudan Township,
Pingtung County 945
fennelresort@hotmail.com
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Hotel Sunshine
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

The Hotel Sunshine consists of 150 luxury
guest rooms, including two unique Asian-oriental
and Western restaurants. All the rooms are lately
decorated with bright furnishings and flower-pear
wood in a traditional oriental style to recreate a
welcoming ambiance for you.

COUPON

Northern
Taiwan

Present this guidebook and
get 10% off on accommodation
at Rose House.

Central
Taiwan

+886-7-332-7988
+886-7-332-9868
http://www.hotelsunshine.com.tw
No.75, Zhonghua 4th Rd., Lingya Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 802
hotelsunshine@hotelsunshine.com.tw

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

Executive Double Room

Night scenes of the Hotel Sunshine

The living room in the guest room
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Nest Hotel
The Nest Hotel is one of the best business hotel in
Kaohsiung. The hotel offers business center, breakfast
buffet and free bikes. With its gorgeous design style and
low-keyed luxury, the hotel is able to provide its guests
modern enjoyment and space without any stress.
The Nest Hotel is located in downtown area of
Kaohsiung with many tourist spots nearby, including
Liouhe Night Market, the most famous night market
in Kaohsiung; Formosa Boulevard Metro Station,
considered as one of the most gorgeous metro station
in the world; Lover River, the most romantic river
in southern Taiwan. Not to mention the surrounding
cultural spots, financial institutes, business districts and
traffic gateways. Nest Hotel is definitely one of the best
quality hotels that you can choose to stay at ease.

+886-7-311-4941
+886-7-311-5487
http://www.nesthotel.com.tw
No.165, Qixian 2nd Rd., Qianjin Dist.,
Kaohsiung City 801
pk3114941@yahoo.com.tw
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Ocean Hotel Hualien

Ocean Hotel Hualien

Southern
Taiwan

New Image Hotel Kaohsiung
Kingshi Hotel Taipei
Tel: +886-2-2381-8131
http://www.kingshi-hotel.com.tw

Eastern
Taiwan

Ocean Hotel Hualien
Tel: +886-3-833-8158
http://www.hotel-ocean.com.tw

New Image Hotel Kaohsiung
Tel: +886-7-286-3033
http://www.image-hotel.com.tw
Ocean Hotel Hualien

高雄喜悅酒店
+886-7-286-3033
+886-7-286-1999
http://www.image-hotel.com.tw
No.178, Ci-Sian 2nd Rd., Kaohsiung
hotels@pchome.com.tw
New Image Hotel Kaohsiung
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Tayih Lanids Hotel Tainan
Tayih Landis Hotel Tainan is situated in Tainan,
the first capital of Taiwan. It is the first five-star
hotel combined business, convention, leisure and
entertainment functions in the West Central District of
Tainan City. It is next to the Southeast Asia's biggest
department store, a few steps to the main historical
sites, traditional street food shops and clubs. You can
truly learn about Tainan, appreciate the surrounding
historic buildings, and enjoy relaxed pace by taking a
walk nearby the hotel.
It takes 10 minutes drive from Tainan Railway
Station, 30 minutes drive from Tainan High Speed Rail
Station, 1 hour drive from Kaohsiung International
airport to the hotel. The Tayih Landis Hotel Tainan has
a tradition of heartfelt consideration for every guest in
order to make the hotel just like a true home for them.
Guests will be able to feel the uniqueness of Landis
during each minute of their stay.

COUPON
Present this
guidebook upon checkin from Sunday through
Friday and get one
complimentary drink
for free.

+886-6-213-5555
+886-6-213-5599
www.tayihlandis.com.tw
No. 660, Sec 1, Ximen Road, West Central Dist.,
Tainan City 700
pr@tayihlandis.com.tw
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Tayih Lanids Hotel Tainan

Executive suite

Lips lounge bar

New Asia Teppanyaki

Swimming pool
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Jiangnan Resort built by Taipei 101 designer C.Y. Lee

TSC Jianshanpi Jiangnan Resort

Eastern
Taiwan

Jiangnan Resort in Chiensan lies in Tainan in the
southern part of Taiwan. It is surrounded by a huge
dam and beautiful forests. Its elegant classic structures,
Jiangnan Resort and Moon suite, were built by the
famous architect C.Y. Lee. You can enjoy the lake
views in a Jiangnan retro boat, go pedal boating,
and swim. In addition, you can also enjoy cookout,
camping, and paintball games in the forest. Finally, you
can do spa in the pool. Every visitor will experience an
unforgettable stay with us.

Forest cabin at the Jiagnan Resort

COUPON
Present this guidebook and
get a special rate of NT$3,850
for staying one night at
Jiangnan Resort's double
room(incl. breakfast and free
pick-up service from Xinying
train station to the resort).

+886-6-623-3888
+886-6-623-3888
http://www.chiensan.com.tw
No.60, Xushanli, Liuying Dist., Tainan City 736
f8888@taisugar.com.tw
Jiangnan retro boat at the resort
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Lobby

Wenpin Hotel, Kaohsiung

Wenpin Hotel, Kaohsiung
Welcome to Wenpin Hotel in Kaohsiung. The hotel is
next to the Exit 1 of Yanchengpu Station on the orange
line of Kaohsiung MRT. The traffic is convenient and
the atmosphere is calm in an animated neighborhood,
which you can find the Pier-2 Art Center with the hottest
exhibitions and performances in town.
Nearby the hotel, there are the most charming touring
spots, such as Qijin Ferry, Kaohsiung Harbor, Love
River, Shoushan Park and the sunset at Shi-Hzu Wan,
and the hottest shopping area, including LiuHo Night
Market, Shinkuchan Commercial District, Dream Mall
and Hanshin Department Store. It takes 8 minutes to
drive from the train station, 15 minutes from the airport
and 15 minutes from the Zuoying High Speed Rail
Station. The location provides not only easy access to
other spots but also a great place for taking a rest. Come
to enjoy our refined services, extraordinary taste and
hospitality.

Restaurant

COUPON

Present this guidebook upon check-in and
get the following special offers:
1. 50% off on accommodation during
weekdays(Sunday through Friday),
45% off during holidays(Saturday and
consecutive holidays).
2. Get entrance tickets of Kaohsiung Museum
of Science and Industry for free (the
amount of tickets depends on room types).
* The above offers are not applicable to the
Chinese New Year period.

Classic Quad Room for Family

+886-7-561-2346
+886-7-533-8007
http://www.wenpin.com.tw
No.22, Dayong Rd., Yancheng Dist., Kaohsiung City 803
wenpin.hotel@msa.hinet.net

Luxury twin room
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YOHO Beach Resort
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

YOHO Beach Resort owns the vastest area on
Hengchun Peninsula; it is equipped with more than
60 sea or land facilities ideal for family vacations.
YOHO is the only resort in Asia that offers different
theme hotels such as the “Kids Hotel” and the “Bike
Hotel”. YOHO is an unique theme resort in Taiwan. It
has not only an intertidal zone with biodiversity and
white sandy beaches, but also an unique kids’ pool
equipped with a very special and large water barrel, an
imported facility that costs NT$10 million. In addition,
YOHO specially offers “Lazy Breakfast” from 7:00
am to 1:00 pm, which enable our guests can enjoy an
easy vacation and have breakfast whenever they wake
up. Beautiful scenery, delicious food and a variety of
activities make YOHO Beach Resort certainly the best
choice for family vacations.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

+886-8-886-9999
+886-8-886-9998
http://www.yoho.com.tw
No.27-8, Wanli Rd., Hengchun Township,
Pingtung County 946
service@yoho.com.tw

Eastern
Taiwan
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Tsou-Ma-Lai Farm
Tsou-Ma-Lai Farm, operated by the Tainan City
Farmers' Association, is a recreational farm. The farm
owns 120 hectares which contains the 40-hectare
New Zealand style pastureland. With its stunning
landscape and nature resources, the farm creates
an unique nature environment in southern Taiwan.
Meanwhile, with more than 30 amusement and
recreational facilities, the farm offers many services,
such as accommodation, sightseeing tours, swimming
pool, daily performances, golfing, natural museums,
camping area, conference rooms, etc. Its various
functions make it as a perfect resort for both a oneday visit and a long-term vacation.
Located in the end of express way no.84, it is
convenient for visitors to reach the farm. Visitors can
also visit several well-known tourist spots nearby the
farm. This popular agriculture tourist spot is operated
all year round and well-known around Taiwan and
abroad. We sincerely invite you to come here and
enjoy the wonderful farming attractions.

Tsou-Ma-Lai Farm

Guest rooms in Orchild Hotel

COUPON
+886-6 576-0121
+886-6 576-0282
http://www.farm.com.tw
No.60, Qiziwa, Danei Dist., Tainan City 742
tainanfa@ms4.hinet.net

Orchid Hotel
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Present this guidebook and get 40% off during ordinary days(Sun.
to Fri.), 25% off during holidays(Sat.), and 35% off during special
occasions(summer/winter vacation) on accommodation at the
Orchid Hotel. The above discounts are not applicable to the period
of Chinese New Year.

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Enjoy the high mountain oolong tea planted in the best field of Alishan

Alishan YunMinGi B&B

Southern
Taiwan
Eastern
Taiwan

Alishan YunMinGi B&B, located in Shizhuo bed
& breakfast community along the Alishan highway,
is surrounded by tea plants as well as hundred acres
of bamboo forest and China fir forests. Here, you can
explore the beauty of nature among those green plants,
drink the well-known Alishan Oolong tea, participate
DIY activities, such as making fig jelly, take a stroll
in the surrounding forests, and savor our delicious,
healthy meals. Or you can do nothing but relax in
the cozy bedroom, and enjoy the open-concept living
room, pavilion, rocking chair, and wooden table.
Everything here will make you feel at home. The fine
reputation of YunMinGi is surely a guarantee for the
service to our guests. Come to enjoy the Arcadia-like
place and the most hearty hospitality with us.

The breathtaking view of tea garden and rainbow in front of YunMinGi

COUPON
Free shuttles are available between
YunMinGi and Shizhuo bus station, and
between YunMinGi and Fenchi Lake.

Superior room - Each room have
two beds and could accommodate
up to 4 people

Superior room - Modern bathroom
with automatic and hands-free
flushing system toilet

+886-912-193-601
+886-5-256-2330
http://www.alishanyunmingi.tw
No.4, Shizhuo, Zhuqi Township, Chiayi County 604
alicaspar@gmail.com
The reconstruction of 100-year three-section compound becomes
guest room with historical flavor now
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Front desk

Orange Moon Inn

Handmade breakfast

Orange Moon Inn
With a one-hundred-old breadfruit, an orangeyellow front, and exposed form ceilings combining
with white bamboo furniture and a high skylight,
Orange Moon Inn owns an eye-catching appearance.
Orange Moon is located in a small alley near the
Kenting Street and surrounded by the mountains
and seas of the Kenting National Park. Staying
here, you will also be surrounded by the stunning
natural scenery and famous movie scenes as well!
Many popular movies and trendy dramas are shot in
Kending, including《Wayward Kenting》,《Cape
No.7》, etc. Meanwhile, it takes only ten minutes to
drive from the seaside recreational area to the forest
park. Thus you can go on seaside activities in the
daytime and enjoy exotic cuisine in the nighttime
without a rush. Welcome you to come and experience
the simple, peace and happy life style with us.

COUPON

Staircase

Guestroom 1

Present this guidebook
and get a set of postcards
for free (one set per room).

+886-8-886-1230
+886-8-885-6789
http://www.orange-moon.com.tw
No.77-2, Heping Ln., Kending Rd., Hengchun Township,
Pingtung County 946
om8861230@gmail.com
Guestroom 2
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Red Garden Resort
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Upon entrance to the Red Garden, you will be
introduced to a Balinese style tropical garden with
ornate ponds, waterfalls and carved wooden animals
which may make wonder that you are indeed in the
Indian Ocean paradise of Bali…
Set next to the lovely Sail Rock Bay lies a truly
wonderful escape destination. The Red Garden is a
slice of Balinese heaven right here on your doorstep.
From the room decor, to its calming and tranquil
garden, the Red Garden brings you all the delights of
the tropics.
The Red Garden offers you not only the finest
rooms with top rate facilities, but also a relaxing and
tranquil environment. Take a stroll
in the gardens and sit among the
bougainvillea, jasmine and hibiscus as
you watch the moon climb high in the
sky and listen to the delightful waves.
The Red Garden is waiting for you.

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

+886-8-885-1011
+886-8-885-1021
http://www.redgarden.idv.tw
No.18, Aly. 846, Chuanfan Rd., Hengchun
Township, Pingtung County 946
red.garden@msa.hinet.net

Eastern
Taiwan
Taiwan Tourism Coupon Guidebook 2014
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Attractions in the eastern
displaying a picturesque
Except the Taroko Gorge, one of the premier world-class
attractions in Taiwan, lots of magnificent attractions and
interesting activities here are waiting for you. Bathing hot
springs, enjoying fine local tea in recreational tea farms,
tasting fresh milk and dairy products in pastures, rafting on
the Xiuguluan River; just to name some. Come to have fun
with us!
Yilan County Government.......................................120

National Center for Traditional Arts........................121
Art-spa-hotel ............................................................122
Cullinan Hotel..........................................................123

EHR Hotel & Resorts Group Yilan .........................124

Guan Xiang Century Resort Hotel (Jiaosi) .............125
Parkview Hotels & Resorts .....................................126

Promisedland Resort & Lagoon ..............................127
Rainbow Resort .......................................................128

Shen Xian Wan Resort B&B ...................................129
Shangrila Leisure Farm ...........................................130

Shin Kong Chao Feng Resort Ranch ......................131
March 3th B&B .......................................................132

Memory Garden Villa ..............................................133
Sea-Hi B&B..............................................................134

Yi-He Golden Stronghold .......................................135
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Taiwan
beauty

Hot Spots
Yilan's Jiaoxi
Hot Springs

Yilan's Jiaoxi Hot Spring Area, Taroko National Park, Farglory Ocean Park,
Qixingtan, Xiuguluan River, Liyu (Carp) Lake, Chinan National Forest Recreation
Area, Ruisui Pasture, Ruisui Hot Springs, Shin Kong Chao Feng Ranch, Promised
Land Resort, Taitung's Zhiben Hot Springs, etc.

Yilan's Jiaoxi Hot Springs are
rare plain springs in Taiwan.
The springs were found by
Japanese during the Japanese
colonization period. The sodium
bicarbonate springs here are rich
in iron, manganese, magnesium,
calcium, and other trace elements.
The clear and odorless water is
believed to have a beautifying
effect and applied to a variety of
farm products, such as hot spring
rice, hot spring flowers, hot spring
vegetables, etc.

Farglory Ocean
Park

Farglory Ocean Park
is divided into several
theme areas, including
Ocean Village, Discovery
Island, Dolphin Lagoon,
Main Street, Harbor
Square, Brighton by the
Sea, and Crystal Castle.
The dolphin and sea lion
shows, performed every
morning and afternoon,
are particular favorites.

Taitung's Zhiben Hot
Springs

Taitung's Zhiben Hot Springs
are known as "the first beautiful
scenery in the eastern Taiwan."
The alkaline sodium bicarbonate
springs with clear, odorless,
tasteless mineral rich water are
known as "beauty baths." The
water is said to have a beautifying
effect and a healing effect
on chronic diseases. Nearby
attractions including Small Yeliu
and Zhiben Forest Recreation
Area are also good places to
enjoy the fun of forest bathing.
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Yilan County Government
As the opening of Xueshan Tunnel in 2006, it
has become more convenient and easy to visit Yilan
through the tunnel. The moment you exit the dim
light of the tunnel, your eyes adapt to the clear light,
which reveals to you the picturesque mountains,
the rice paddies, and rivers. All the scenes suddenly
unfold to you. You don’t need any road signs to tell
you that you’ve arrived in Yilan.
In Yilan, people own rich natural resources from
Lan-Yang Plain, clean, pure water streams from
majestic mountains, vast green fields, and fresh air
not only to nurture them, but also to form their open
minds, kindness and hospitality. Come with your
curiosity to explore Yilan's rich treasures. Enjoy
Yilan's amazing scenery, hot springs, fun activities,
passionate people, and, of course, specialties and
foods with us. Yilan is surely a must-go journey
while you visit Taiwan!

+886-3-925-1000
+886-3-925-5254
http://tourism.e-land.gov.tw
No.1, Xianzheng N. Rd., Yilan City, Yilan County 260
Advertisement by Yilan County Government
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National Center for
Traditional Arts
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Folk Art Boulevard will be the shooting scene for the coming film
《Dadoucheng》

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Found in Wujie Township, Yilan County, the
National Center for Traditional Arts (NCTA) has
become a landmark on the Langyang Plain and a
distinctive window to Taiwanese culture. Located on
the bank of Dongshang River near where it meets the
ocean, the Center is comprised of 24 hectares which
are designed to promote historical arts, theater, music,
dances and aerobatics. The whole complex, with its
traditional red-brick walls and black tiles, will whisk
you away to an earlier time.
The NCTA is a world-class attraction showcasing
the culture and history of Taiwan. With exciting shows,
hands on activities and interactive exhibits, there will
always be something to delight your senses and satisfy
your cultural curiosity. Every season brings a new
theme, so multiple visits are encouraged! Do not miss
this opportunity to experience the authentic flavor of
Taiwan’s folk arts!

Make Your Own Souvenir

Scholar Huang's Residence

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-3-950-7711
+886-3-950-1177
http://art.pcsc.com.tw
No.201, Sec. 2, Wubin Rd., Wujie Township,
Yilan County 268
pr711@art-pcsc.com.tw

Southern
Taiwan

On the Folk Art Boulevard, dozens of hands-on craft
activities await you. Give it a try! You might become
the next master craftsman.
Relaxing River Excursion
Tour services such as riding a bike or taking a
cruise along Dongshan River are available at the Giant
Bicycles booth and the Dock area. You may inquire
information desks in the center.

DIY activity

Taking water bus along
Dongshan River

National Center for Traditional Arts
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Art-spa-hotel
Water is the key source for beautiful skin. With a
pH of 7.5, Jiaoxi hot spring is nearly neutral. After
bathing in the spring, you will immediately feel the
amazing effects on your skin, which make it smooth,
tender and springy. It is worth to mention that the
hotel located in the center of Jiaoxi, Art-spa-hotel,
owns 64 fine, elegant western-style guestrooms
with exclusive bathing space. The hotel applied the
concept of hydrotherapy to design its swimming
pool with more than 50 kinds of Spa. The exclusive
5-storey 360-degree spiral waterslide will surely
bring you distinct fun, which is different from
bathing hot spring.

COUPON

+886-03-988-2011
+886-03-987-3552
http://www.art-spa-hotel.com.tw
No.6, Deyang Rd., Jiaoxi Township,
Yilan County 262
sr4@art-spa-hotel.com.tw

Present this guidebook
and get 10% off on the
adult ticket of the Galaxia
Legend Spa Water World
(applicable to one ticket
only). Meanwhile, 10%
of service charge can be
waived while ordering the
chef-recommended seasonal
set meals at the Coconut
Grove Restaurant.

5-storey corkscrew waterslide

Outdoor spa equipment

Western-Style dual spring double room
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Essential oils pool

Cullinan Hotel

Northern
Taiwan

Cullinan Hotel

Central
Taiwan
Southern
Taiwan

Superior double

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

Cullinan Hotel is well-positioned in Hualien
City. It is also the ideal point of departure for your
excursions in Hualien City. With its excellent
location, just 1 km away from the city center and 8
km away from the airport, this 3-star hotel attracts
numerous guests steadily every year. For those of you
who want to venture out, Pine Garden, Hualien Train
Station, Meiluen Shan Nature Park are just some of
the most appropriate attractions.
Cullinan Hotel offers impeccable service and all
the essential amenities to invigorate our guests. While
lodging at this wonderful place, guests can enjoy
all the facilities, including elevator, car park, airport
transfer, tours, family room, etc.
The hotel's 48 rooms spread over 7 floors and
provide a warm, pleasant, and homey ambience and
modern comforts such as complimentary bottled
water, bathtub, mini
bar, television, etc. In
addition, the hotel's
recreational offerings
ensure our visitors
have plenty to do
during their stay.

Family room

Eastern
Taiwan

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in and get 50% off on
accommodation(rate rate). Note that this special offer is
applicable to two adults at most. It is not applicable to the periods
of Chinese New Year and successive holidays(please check for
details with the hotel) and combine with other special offers
together. It is not allow to cash back either. The offer will be
expired on December 31, 2014.

Standard double

+886-3-831-2939
+886-3-831-2937
http://www.cullinanhotel.com.tw/
No.126, Linsen Rd., Hualien City,
Hualien County 970
cu126.hotel@msa.hinet.net
Standard twin
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EHR Hotel & Resort Group Yilan
With tranquility much like a secret garden, the
five-star luxury, thoughtful service pampers you with
a romantic holiday ambience. At the EHR Hotel
& Resort Group Yilan, all guestrooms command
a superb view for appreciating the meandering
mountain ridges and the azure, infinite oceans.
Our golden ocean hot spring runs from the sea
floor 800 meters deep. Because of its rich minerals,
it is also called the "iron spring" or the "spring of
beauty." People in Japan call it the "spring of iron."
In EHR we can enjoy the sights of the azure ocean
at the Pacific. At night, the starlight and the flickering
fishing boats at sea, coupled with the tide waves,
present a unique joyful party. Watching the sunrise
in Gueishan Island and the tidal waves at Beiguan,
EHR holds the excellent location to appreciate two
beautiful spots of Lanyang Plain's eight scenic sights.

Banyan Tree Cafeˊ was built to preserve the 300-year-old banyan tree; you can
enjoy the feast in the company of natural scenery

COUPON
Present this guidebook and get NT$500 off
on accommodation (per room). Note that the
offer is valid till Dec. 31, 2014 and cannot be
combined with other special offers together.

+886-3-978-0782
+886-3-978-0776
http://www.ehrhotel.com/yilan
No.36, Sec. 4, Binhai Rd., Toucheng Township,
Yilan County 261
service@ehrhotel.com

White church is the best place to hold a romantic wedding witnessed by the
beautiful ocean and sky

Outdoor spring poor combines Spa
and the concept of health to bring
you relaxing enjoyment

Our deluxe room offers the beautiful
seascape, provides a romantic
enjoyment of taking in the tides to
experience the Northeast Coast

With tranquility much like a secret garden, the five-star luxury, thoughtful service pampers you with a romantic holiday ambience.tif
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Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

The soft lighting and spacious space together create a comfortable atmosphere for the hotel

COUPON

The outdoor hot spring area of 400 pings provides diverse
hydrotherapy facilities

Present this guidebook and
get 10% off on fixed prices of
accommodation, meals and hot
spring. 10% of service charge
is needed. The discount is not
applicable to three big holidays
and Chinese New Year.

+886-3-987-5599
+886-3-987-5800
http://www.hotspring-hotel.com.tw
No.6, Aly. 66, Ren’
ai Rd., Jiaoxi Township, Yilan County 262
service@hotspring-hotel.com.tw
The North Europe suite combined
leisure and romantic atmosphere
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Eastern
Taiwan

Comfortable dining environment and carefully selected local food
satisfies your taste

Guan Xiang Century Resort Hotel is located beside
the Tang Weigou park, which is the famous hot springs
area in Jiaosi. After passing Hsuehshan Tunnel, the
fifth long tunnel in the world, the hotel is in sight. With
Japanese frugal style of architecture, wooden floors
and large bathtub are equipped in the guestrooms.
Those restrooms in the guestrooms on the high floors
even own great views. The hotel restaurant applies
fresh local foods to cook cuisines with special savor.
The outdoor hydrotherapy area of 400 square feet
owns many massage Spa pools, children pools, health
pools, Spa fish pools, ovens, steam rooms, and male/
female individual naked pools. The facilities in Guan
Xiang Century Resort Hotel also include a large
banquet hall and conference rooms, KTV, gymnasium
and business center.

Southern
Taiwan

Guan Xiang Century
Resort Hotel(Jiaoxi) ★★★★

You will be able to getting closer to Mother Nature by enjoying the breathtaking view of pasture land and mountains upon mountains

Parkview Hotels & Resorts
In 1993, Parkview Hotel was born to the beat of
Hualien's heart. As the first five-star luxury resort in
Hualien, Parkview breaths and moves correspond
with Hualien's rhythm due to its insistence and
principle. Surrounded by deep blue sea and dense hill
ridges, Parkview is a gateway to Hualien's beautiful
landscape. Wherever your destination is, such as
Taroko Gorge, Seven Stars Lake, or popular night
markets with delicious foods and special souvenirs,
Parkview will always be the most ideal starting point
for your Hualien adventure.
Now, come and enjoy Parkview, and begin your journey in the heart of Hualien

Parkview's guest room provides a space with an average of 12 square meters

TM

+886-38-222-111
+886-38-226-999
http://www.parkview-hotel.com
No.1-1, Linyuan, Hualien City, Hualien County 970
service@parkview-hotel.com
The Outdoor swimming pool, level ground total is 360. You will feel relaxing
through the surrounding green mountain, blue sky and breeze
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Promisedland Resort & Lagoon
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan

Antonio room type

Central
Taiwan

Lira restaurant

Aroma restaurant

Southern
Taiwan

Promisedland Resort is located in Hualien, eastern
Taiwan and encompassed by Central Mountain Ranges
as well as Pacific Ocean, which own rich natural
sceneries. A place has been blessed with enjoyment and
enlightenment.
Promisedland has been selected by Images Publish
Company as one of the best 100 hotels & resorts in
the world, which subsequently was published in its
book《100 hotels & resorts》. All the hotels and
resorts included in this book indicate trends toward
international travel and noteworthy preferences on the
part of guest segments.
Promisedland is undoubtedly an artwork by the
team of W.A.T.&G., the leader in this industry. The
architecture of Promisedland is an original style, which
recalls Gaudi’s work. Each guest room has its own
view of lagoon that connects with 22 cottage buildings
together. Our tour service will introduce guests the
resort, its features and attractions, including 16 uniquely
designed bridges, which connect three islands with pool
facilities; some architectural details with an exotic style,
which impresses our guests greatly.

COUPON

+886-3-865-6789
+886-3-865-6555
http://www.plcresort.com.tw
No.1, LiHsiang Rd., Shoufeng Township, Hualien 97447,Taiwan
services@promisedland.com.tw

Eastern
Taiwan

Present this guidebook
and get 30% off on
accommodation (An
additional 10% service
charge is required.).

Productive Valley Nature Park

Promisedland Resort & Lagoon
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Outdoor hot spring pool

Rainbow Resort
A lifestyle resort that offers ecology, culture,
art, hot springs and great natural resources all in
one place. With green mountains in the back and
the Jhihben River in the front, the Rainbow Resort
engages with all the natural elements to form a
beautiful landscape. Our guests can take an aerial
view from our galleries or scenic platforms to catch
the amazing scenery of mountain and river; they have
even no need to go out for searching beautiful spots
and views. Come to Rainbow Resort, the beauty of
nature is right there for our guests to enjoy.

Outdoor hot spring pool

COUPON
Present this guidebook and
enjoy a special rate for onenight accommodation (for
two persons) with dinner,
buffet breakfast, DIY hotspring supper and local
flavor drink.

Rainbow Resort

European suite

+886-89-510150
+886-89-513001
http://www.rainbow-hotel.com.tw
No.1, Ln. 139, Longquan Rd., Beinan Township,
Taitung County 954
rainbow@rainbow-hotel.com.tw
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Rainbow restaurant

Shen Xian Wan Resort B&B
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
A children's playground for watching movies, playing computer and games

Northern
Taiwan

In Shen Xian Wan Resort B&B, you can enjoy
the beauty of nature, appreciate our garden, and
experience a rural, primitive yet attracting lifestyle.
The owner run the resort wholeheartedly and
manages all the interior decoration to show a touch
of classical elegance. Surrounded by greenery,
natural rock and pond, Shen Xian Wan Resort B&B
is looking forward to your visiting and sincerely
welcome you to experience the unique vacation
with us.

Central
Taiwan

Café and breakfast area offers The small wading pool is kids'
C h i n e s e a n d W e s t e r n b u f f e t favorite place in summer
breakfast, delicious Chinese health
porridge and Yilan local food

Eastern
Taiwan

+886-3-961-2319
+886-2-2988-1484
http://celestial.ilanbnb.tw
No.97, Xinbang Rd., Dongshan Township,
Yilan County 269
shen.xianwan@msa.hinet.net

Southern
Taiwan

Every double room owns its individual style; the Edinburge-style room
with a loft is suitable for a family to stay

Shen Xian Wan Resort B&B is located in fields, covering 600 tsubo

With a solid teak flooring and an attic, the Quad Chalet is suitable for a family to stay
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Shangrila Leisure Farm
Surrounded by mountains, Shangrila Leisure Farm
is mainly divided into two parts: the tourism orchards
and the forest recreation area. The farm has devoted
to preserve natural ecology in the forest recreation
area; thus our guests can surprisingly find Formosan
rock-monkry , tree frogs, and fireflies inhabiting in
this area. Meanwhile, at the hilltop observation deck,
a stunning view of Pacific Ocean can be sighted. In
addition, interesting traditional folk activities are offered
from time to time, such as sending sky lanterns and
welcoming the God of Wealth. A variety of DIY courses
are offered too, including T-Shirt painting, making small
sky lanterns, silkworm baby, rattle, bamboo whistle, etc.

DIY - rattle

DIY activity - bamboo whistle

CDIY - silkworm baby

DIY - small sky lantern

COUPON
Present this guidebook upon check-in and get
a complimentary DIY gift(choose one from
silkworm baby, rattle, bamboo whistle or small
sky lantern) for free. Note that a guidebook is
applicable to one gift only.

+886-3-951-1456
+886-3-951-5222
http://www.shangrilas.com.tw
No.168, Meishan Rd., Dongshan Township, Yilan County 269
s515736@ms33.hinet.net

Welcoming the God of Wealth
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Set meals

Shin Kong Chao Feng Resort Ranch
Getting Around
Taiwan This Way

A great way to relax during your vacation is to take a dip in the natural
Hualien iron-sulfur hot spring

Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Chao Feng Resort & Ranch located in the Fenglin
Township, Hualien County. Open year-round, the
resort’s prime attraction is the ecological bird park
and the children’s zoo, where you can discover
200 kinds of birds and get close to cows and other
animals. Visitors can choose to rent golf carts or
bicycles to get across the vast landscape and enjoy
loitering in some of the beautiful botanical gardens.
Guided tour options are also available in certain
hours throughout the day. For staying overnight,
the resort also offers some elegant cabins located in
the Holland & Rose Village right across from the
park. Activities at the residential area include hot
spring, Spa, karaoke and various indigenous dance
performances carried out at the dining area. Chao
Feng Resort & Ranch is designed for all ages and
interests, so just plan your next trip here and come
to experience a different vacation with us!

The milk that the dairy cattle
produce all goes to well-known
milk factories in Taiwan to be
processed

Visitors can enjoy feeding animals
in the zoo and observe exotic birds
inside the ecological bird park

The farm covers about 726 hectares of land; consist of landscape gardens and many more accommodations
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Eastern
Taiwan

+886-3-877-2666
+886-3-877-1556
http://www.skcf.com.tw
No.20, Yongfu St., Fenglin Township,
Hualien County 975

Southern
Taiwan

Rediscover romance and relaxation at our elegant cabins located
inside the Rose and Holland Village

March Third
The B&B “March Third” is located in Yilan, an ideal
location in Taiwan. It takes about ninety minutes from
Taoyuan International Airport to March Third by car.
In addition, it takes you only an hour to go Taipei 101
from here through Xueshan Tunnel, the longest tunnel
in Asia. Designed in a Southeast Asian style, March
Third owns nine rooms in total. Each room is about 66
to 165 square meters, which can accommodate two to
four people.
The B&B March Third is close to Luodong Sport
Park with many bicycle lanes nearby. This place can
let you escape from the bustle and hustle city life and
make you experience the true spirit of LOHAS.

March Third offers a luxurious accommodation with grand design from
its glass curtain exterior to the finest details

Bathroom with bathtub and shower

+886-922-104-303
+886-3-965-5090
http://www.yilanminsu-303.com
No.226, Hebin Rd., Luodong Township,
Yilan County 265
303villa@gmail.com

March Third surrounded by beautiful landscape and lush forests
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Bright and spacious lobby

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Memory Garden

Memory Garden Villa
Southern
Taiwan

Share our home~

Eastern
Taiwan

Memory Garden is our home. We are glad to
share this space so that others will be able to enjoy
the elegant, gracious, and happy atmosphere we
have here. Memory Garden was originally a private
villa. Through our efforts, it has been turned into
a dedicated bed and breakfast. We are pleased to
provide the opportunity for travelers to have fun and
explore the local life with us. We hope that more
and more friends from all over the world will come
to experience the exclusive vacation in Memory
Garden.
Nikko villa

COUPON
Present this
guidebook upon
check-in and get 15%
off on accommodation
during weekdays.

Our family

+886-3-965-4477；+886-937-909-392
+886-3-965-2569
http://www.yslrt.com.tw/
No.300, Hebin Rd., Luodong Township, Yilan County 265
lily6442@gmail.com
Roman holiday
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Sea-Hi B&B
Listen to the dialogue between the ocean and
mountain at the seaside paradise....
Once a filming shooting scene of the TV drama
《Juliet of the East》, Sea-Hi B&B’s location is
only 300 meters from the ocean. The B&B is a
European-style building with a dark, slanted roof
paired with elegant Japanese exterior tile. It sits
atop green grass by the pebble beach, and has a
white coffee lounge on the patio. The lush green
grass, shadowy banana and coconut trees, and
brightly colored flowers create a relaxed, romantic
atmosphere for a southern European, Aegean Sea,
or Maldives-like vacation.
Sea-Hi B&B is located within the Taiwan
National East Coast Scenic Area, with the Pacific
Ocean to the east, and the coastal mountain ridge to
the west. The B&B and its luxurious gardens of over
10,000 square feet are surrounded by this unique
seaside landscape, which forms a naturally beautiful
ocean paradise. Whenever you want to watch the
boats and birds, enjoy good coffee and tasty meals,
or simply watch the sea absentmindedly, this seaside
sanctuary will take your worries away and bring
you the most carefree vacation.

The bird's eye view from the B&B's second floor

Breakfast

COUPON
Present this guidebook
upon check-in and get 5%
off on accommodation.
Note that the offer is valid
till Dec. 31, 2014.

+886-3-867-1158
+886-3-867-1075
886-3-867-1075
No.152, Yanliao, Shoufeng Township, Hualien County 974
mc_chiu1011@yahoo.com.tw

Sea-Hi B&B
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Sunrise

Villa

Getting Around
Taiwan This Way
Northern
Taiwan
Central
Taiwan

Yi-He Golden Stronghold

Yi-He Golden Stronghold

Southern
Taiwan

Yi-He Golden Stronghold is located in the
western Coastal Range of East Rift Valley. The yearround mountain breeze near Mizhan Ancient Trail
and Central Valley Plain creates a special view for
the B&B. Mizhan Pasture owns many advantages
for visitors to take a vacation here; one of the most
popular one is that people will feel no stress and
relaxing completely here. The B&B is like a selfsufficiency retreat away from the turmoil of the
world. With the surrounding stunning scenery,
the B&B seems too beautiful to be true. Come to
experience the dream vacation with us in Yi-He
Golden Stronghold.

Eastern
Taiwan

COUPON
Present this guidebook
upon check-in and get 10%
off on accommodation. This
offer is not applicable to
the period of Chinese New
Year.

+886-3-874-1393
+886-3-874-1031
http://www.yihe.tw
No.3-1, Mizhan Sec. 2,, Shoufeng Township,
Hualien County 974
yiheg.s@gmail.com
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5F., No.9,
Sec. 2,
Minquan
E. Rd.,
Dist.,Dist.,
TaipeiTaipei
City 104,
5F., No.9,
Sec.
2, Minquan
E. Zhongshan
Rd., Zhongshan
City Taiwan
104, Taiwan
Tel：+886-2-2594-3261
Fax：+886-2-2594-3265
Tel：+886-2-2594-3261
Fax：+886-2-2594-3265
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